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1. INTRODUCTION
This article is devoted to the study of the behaviour of elements of order
p in irreducible representations of the classical algebraic groups in charac-
teristic p whose highest weights are large enough with respect to p. Let K
be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 0 and let G be a
simply connected classical algebraic group of rank r over K. Denote by Irr
 .the set of all irreducible rational representations of G and let v w be the
highest weight of a representation w g Irr. The aim of this paper is to
prove that for each type of classical group there exists a linear function f
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 .such that the image in w of any element of order p of G has at least f r
 .Jordan blocks of size p provided v w is large enough with respect to p.
We need some notation to give exact statements of our results. In what
follows b is the maximal root of G, I ; Irr is the set of p-restrictedp
w xrepresentations. By Steinberg's tensor product theorem 19, Theorem 1.1 ,
each w g Irr can be written in the form mt Fr j ? w where Fr is thejjs0
Frobenius morphism of G associated with the raising of elements of K to
t.  .  .the pth power , w g I , and the weight v w s  v w is uniquelyj p js0 j
 .  .  .determined. For any dominant weight v put l v s 2 v, b r b , b where
 ., is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form invariant under the
 .   ..action of the Weyl group of G. Set l w s l v w . Unless otherwise
 .  .stated, assume that r ) 2 and p ) 2 for G s B K , r ) 1 for G s C K ,r r
 .  .and r ) 3 for G s D K . We exclude the case p s 2 for G s B Kr r
 .since here the image of a representation of B K can be regarded as thatr
 .of a representation of C K .r
DEFINITION. A dominant weight v and a representation w g Irr are
 .  .called p-large if l v G p and l w G p.
The main result of this article is
 .THEOREM 1.1 . Define the function f of the rank of G as follows:
 .  .  .  .f r s 2 r y 2 for G s A K ; f r s 6 r y 7 for G s B K , p s 3;r r
 .  .  .  .f r s 8 r y 10 for G s B K , p ) 3; f r s 4 r y 4 for G s C K ;r r
 .  .  .  .f r s 4 r y 8 for G s D K , p s 2; f r s 6 r y 10 for G s D K ,r r
 .  .p s 3; and f r s 8 r y 16 for G s D K , p ) 3. Let w g Irr be p-large.r
 .Then the image in w of any element of order p of G has at least f r Jordan
blocks of size p.
 .  .COROLLARY 1.2 . Let r g Irr, let r G contain an element of order p
 .  .with k Jordan blocks of size p, and let r ) k q 2 r2. Then l w - p.
 .Naturally, the value l w can be defined for an arbitrary simple alge-
w xbraic group in the same manner. Earlier the author 21 found the minimal
polynomials of elements of order p in irreducible representations of
semisimple algebraic groups in characteristic p. It is clear that the degree
of the minimal polynomial of a unipotent matrix is equal to the maximal
size of its Jordan blocks. For any irreducible representation w of a simple
w x w xalgebraic group S over K results 21, Theorem 1.1 and 15, Theorem 1
 .imply that the image of a long root element whose order, of course, is p
 .in w has no Jordan blocks of size p if l w - p y 1 and that the images of
 .all elements of order p have such blocks if l w G p y 1, except the case
 .  . jwhere p s 3, G s G K , v w s 3 v . The following theorem shows a2 2
 .specific feature of the case l w s p y 1 and justifies our definition of
p-large representations. Here and throughout the text v are the funda-i
 . w xmental weights of G or S labelled as in 3 .
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 .THEOREM 1.3 . Let v s a v q a v with a q a s p y 1 for G s1 1 r r 1 r
1 .  .  .  .  .A K ; v s p y 1 v for G s B K and D K and v s p y 1 vr 2 r r 12
 .for G s C K . Let w g Irr be the representation with highest weight v.r
 .Then l w s p y 1 and the image of a long root element in w has only one
Jordan block of size p.
w x w xIn 22 and 23 the author has announced that for p ) 2 the degree of
the minimal polynomial of any unipotent element in a p-restricted p-large
representation of the special linear or the symplectic group is equal to its
order. There for all odd p and all s ) 1 examples of p-restricted represen-
 .tations w with l w s p y 1 where for a regular unipotent element of
order ps this degree is less than ps are given. This yields another reason
for the choice of the definition above.
The following theorem shows that for groups of types A, B, and D one
cannot take a quadratic function or even a linear function with a larger
 .first coefficient for f in Theorem 1.1 .
 .  .THEOREM 1.4 . Let G s A K , v s a v q a v , a q a s p,r 1 1 r r 1 r
1  .  .4  .a , a / 0 or p ) 2, G g B K , D K , v s v q p y 1 v . Let w g1 r r r 1 22
Irr be the representation with the highest weight v and let d be the num-w
ber of Jordan blocks of size p in the image of a nonunity long root element
 .  .  .in w. Then l w s p, d F 2 r for G s A K ; d F 8 r y 8 for G s B K ,w r w r
 .  .p ) 3; d F 6 r y 5 for G s B K , p s 3; d F 8 r y 12 for G s D K ,w r w r
 .p ) 3; and d F 6 r y 8 for G s D K , p s 3.w r
Our experience hints that, perhaps, it would be useful to distinguish
some classes of representations when investigating the behaviour of unipo-
tent elements in irreducible representations. p-large representations yield
a class where some properties of unipotent elements depend upon the
orders of these elements rather than the highest weights of representa-
 .tions. Moreover, we have seen that the condition l w s p is threshold for
certain properties of this kind. The study of this class permits discovery of
some important regularities which are specific for prime characteristics,
but do not depend upon p. They can find applications in recognizing
 .representations and linear groups in the spirit of Corollary 1.2 . The
results of the paper remain valid for finite classical quasisimple groups of
  ..Lie type see comments in and before 2.21 .
w  .  ..One can deduce from 21, comments in 2.1 and Proposition 2.12 that
a regular unipotent element of an algebraic group in characteristic 0 has
one Jordan block of maximal dimension in any irreducible representation.
One easily observes that for a fixed p and r ª ` the quotient of the
number of p-restricted p-large representations by that of all p-restricted
representations tends to 1. Hence results on p-large representations may
be regarded as an analysis of a typical situation where ``small'' cases are
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excluded. They yield the basis for obtaining asymptotic estimates specific
for positive characteristics. Such results can also be considered as a
w xrepresentation theoretic version of those of Liebeck and Saxl 14 on
permutation groups containing elements of order p with a small number
of p-cycles.
Certainly, similar questions can be stated for exceptional groups as well.
Of course, one cannot speak about asymptotic results here, but some more
or less exact estimates of the number of blocks of size p could be useful
for recognizing representations.
 .The most difficult part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is concerned with
 .p-restricted representations. In order to apply the results for B K to ther
 .analysis of D K , sometimes for the former group we obtain a little bitrq1
 .stronger estimates than are necessary for proving Theorem 1.1 . In fact,
we could replace f by a smaller linear function f and slightly simplify1
 .some arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1 , but we prefer to fix
estimates which can be easily obtained with the machinery available for
the future study of p-large representations. On the other hand, the
  .  ..analysis of this proof see especially Theorems 4.1 and 6.1 hints that
substantially stronger estimates can be found if one excludes representa-
tions from a rather small list, but it is not clear yet what particular results
of this nature are desirable for the purposes of recognizing representa-
tions.
Notation
Throughout the article Z is the set of integers, Zq is the set of
q b  .nonnegative integers; for a, b g Z , b G a, put s b!ra! b y a !; J is / la
< <the unipotent Jordan block of size l, A is the cardinality of a set A or the
 .order of an element A; L S is the Lie algebra of a semisimple algebraic
 .  .  .group S; W S is the Weyl group of S; X S and R S are the weight and
root systems, respectively, associated with some fixed maximal torus T ; S;
 .  . q . q . y .D S is a basis in R S ; X S , R S , and R S are the systems of
 .dominant weights, positive and negative roots with respect to D S ; C is
the Zariski closure of a unipotent conjugacy class C ; S; Irr S is the set of
 .rational irreducible representations of S, I S ; Irr S is the set of p-re-p
 .stricted representations. We keep the notation v w for the highest weight
of a representation w g Irr S and v for the fundamental weights. Fori
 .  .  :  .  .  .m g X S , a g R S set m, a s 2 m, a r a , a where , is the
form mentioned in the introduction. Recall that w is called p-restricted if
 .v w s a v with all a - p. For simple S the fundamental weights arei i i
w x  .  .labelled as in 3 . If a g R S and t g K, then X ; S, x t g S, anda a
 .X g L S are the root subgroup and the root elements associated with a .a
q .  .  .  .For a weight v g X S denote by w v , V v , and M v the represen-
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tation in Irr S, the Weyl module, and the irreducible S-module with
highest weight v, respectively.
 :In what follows ¨ , . . . , ¨ is the linear span of vectors ¨ , . . . , ¨ of1 k 1 k
 :some S-module V, S , . . . , S is the subgroup generated by subgroups1 k
q .  < q .:  .S , . . . , S ; S; U S s X a g R S , C H is the centralizer of1 k a S
 .a subgroup H in S; dim V dim w is the dimension of a linear space V
 . <a representation w ; w H is the restriction of a representation w to H;
wU is the representation dual to w ; V is the weight component of anm
 .   ..S-module V associated with a weight m; X w X V is the weight system
 .  .of a representation w a module V , v ¨ is the weight of a weight vector
¨ g V. We deal only with subgroups H ; S such that T l H is a maximal
torus in H. If ¨ is a weight vector with respect to T l H, we denote its
 .T l H-weight by v ¨ . Only finite-dimensional representations are con-H
q .  .  :sidered. For b , . . . , b g R S put H b , . . . , b s X , . . . , X .1 k 1 k " b " b1 k
If M is an S-module and x g S is an element of order p, set M s x yx
. py1  41 M, d s min dim M . If a representation w is realized in M, putM x
d s d . It is clear that d is equal to the minimal number of Jordanw M w
blocks of size p in the image in w of an element of order p of S. For
S s G we often omit the indication of a group in the notation above and
write X , R, L , etc. Let a , . . . , a be the simple roots of G and let1 r
w , . . . , w be the reflections in W associated with them. Set X s X ,1 r " i " a i
 .  .   ..x t s x t , X s X , X s X see Lemma 2.1 . We" i " a " i " a " i, d " a , di i i
 .  .write H i , . . . , i instead of H a , . . . , a . For a vector m of a G-mod-1 k i i1 k
 .  .ule M, put m i ? a , . . . , i ? a s X ??? X m. For M s M v , j g1 1 l l yi , a yi , a1 1 l lq  .  < :Z , and 1 F i F r, set M i s M v y l s ja q  b a . A similarj l i l / i l l
notation is used for a semisimple group S and irreducible S-modules if a
 .  .basis of R S is fixed. If b , . . . , b g R are such that H s H b , . . . , b1 l 1 l
 .is a semisimple group and b , . . . , b form a basis of R H , then we always1 l
 .  4take D H s b , . . . , b and label the fundamental weights of H such1 l
 :that v , b s d . If the restriction of a root of G to T l H lies ini j i j
 .R H , we identify these roots. If all the roots of G have the same length,
we call them long.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND THE GENERAL
 .SCHEME OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
 .  . w xLEMMA 2.1 . i 2, Proposition 5.13 . Let S be a semisimple algebraic
group o¨er K and let p be a representation of S realized in a module V. For
 . qany a g R S and d g Z , there exists an operator X g End V with thea , d
following properties: X s 0 for d large enough; X and X commutea , d a , d a , l
q   .. ` dfor all d, l g Z ; X s 1; p x t s  t X for t g K ; X V ;a , 0 a ds0 a , d a , d m
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 .  .d V for any m g X w ; for d - p we ha¨e X s dp X rd! dp is themqda a , d a
.differential of p and X s X X ; any S-in¨ariant subspace in V isa , p sqd a , p s a , d
in¨ariant with respect to X .a , d
 .ii For the operators X the following equalities hold:a , d
X X s X X y H X q d y 1 X , X X s X X .ya a , d a , d ya a a , dy1 a , dy1 i yj , d yj , d i
for i / j
 .the second formula concerns the group G .
 .  4iii Let V be an S-module, m g X , ¨ g V _ 0 , a g R, X ¨ s 0 form a , b
 :  .b ) 0, and m, a s c. Then X X ¨ s c y b q 1 X ¨ anda ya , b ya , by1
X ¨ / 0.ya , c
 . w xProof. ii The first equality is item 2 of 2, Lemma 5.14 ; the second
w xone follows immediately from item 1 of 2, Lemma 5.14 and the commuta-
tor relations in L.
 .  .  :iii The first claim follows easily from ii . Let G s X and let U be" a
w .xthe G-module generated by ¨ . By 20, Sect. 12, Theorem 39b , U s KX ¨ .ya
 .If w g W is the reflection associated with a , we have v w ¨ s m y ca .a a
 .Now i forces X ¨ / 0 since otherwise U would contain no vector withya , c
a nonzero weight component of weight m y ca .
 . w x.LEMMA 2.2 8, Chap. VIII, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.7 . Let
1 F s F t F p. If t s p, the tensor product J m J has s Jordan blocks ofs t
size p; otherwise J m J has m Jordan blocks of size p where m s max 0, s qs t
4  4t y p and blocks of sizes t y s q 2 i q 1 with 0 F i F min s, p y t .
 .  .  .COROLLARY 2.3 . Let p s 2 and let x g SL K and y g SL K bec d
elements of order 2. Assume that x has n Jordan blocks of size 2 and1
q s c y 2n blocks of size 1, y has n blocks of size 2 and q s d y 2n1 1 2 2 2
blocks of size 1. Then x m y has 2n n q n q q n q Jordan blocks of1 2 1 2 2 1
size 2.
 .LEMMA 2.4 . Let M , . . . , M , M s M m ??? m M be G-modules and1 k 1 k
 . i qlet x g G be a unipotent element. Assume that m g x y 1 M , l g Z ,i i i
 4l - p, and xm s m . Set l s min p y 1, l q ??? ql , m s m m ??? m m .i i i 1 k 1 k
 . lThen m g x y 1 M.
 . l i  .0Proof. We have m s x y 1 ¨ for some ¨ g M . Put x y 1 w s wi i i i
for w g M . If vectors w g M , i s 1, . . . , k, one easily observesi i i
 . .that x y 1 w m ??? m w is the sum of all possible products1 k
 .a1  .ak  4x y 1 w m ??? m x y 1 w with a g 0, 1 and a q ??? qa G 1.1 k 1 1 k
 .Put n s l , u s ¨ if l q ??? ql - p; n s p y 1 y l q ??? ql ,i i i i 1 i i 1 iy1
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 . l iyn iu s x y 1 ¨ if l q ??? ql G p, but l q ??? ql - p; andi i 1 i 1 iy1
n s 0, u s m if l q ??? ql G p. Set u s u m ??? m u . For anyi i i 1 iy1 1 k
t , . . . , t g Zq and t s t q ??? qt put1 k 1 k
t y t t y t y ??? ytt 1 1 ky2C t , . . . , t s ??? . 1 .  .1 k t /  /  /t t1 2 ky1
Using induction on t, we deduce that
t t t X1 kx y 1 u s C t , . . . , t x y 1 u m ??? m x y 1 u q u .  .  .  . 1 k 1 k
where the sum is taken over all ordered sequences t , . . . , t with t q1 k 1
X ??? qt s t and u is a linear combination of vectors of the form x yk
.b1  .bk q1 u m ??? m x y 1 u with b g Z and b q ??? qb ) t. Since xm1 k i 1 k i
 .niq1  .  . ls m , one has x y 1 u s 0. Now 1 forces x y 1 u si i
 .C n , . . . , n m. One easily concludes that n q ??? qn s l - p. This im-1 k 1 k
U l .  .plies that C n , . . . , n g K . Hence m g x y 1 M.1 k
 .  .LEMMA 2.5 . Let w g Irr and v w / 0.
 .  .i Then dim w G r q 1 for G s A K , dim w G 2 r q 1 for G sr
 .  .  .B K , and dim w G 2 r for G s C K or D K . The right parts of theser r r
inequalities yield the dimension of the standard G-module which is isomorphic
 .to the Weyl module V v .1
 .  .  . kii Let G s C K , p ) 2. Then dim w s 4 for v w s p v ,2 1
 . k  . kdim w s 5 for v w s p v , dim w s 10 for v w s 2 p v , dim w s 122 1
 . k .for p s 5, v w s p v q v , and dim w ) 12 otherwise.1 2
 .  .  . riii Let G s B K . Then dim w v s 2 . If r ) 2, p ) 2, w g Ir r p
 .  .  .and v w / v , we ha¨e dim w G r 2 r q 1 or r F 6 and v w s v . In1 r
 .particular, in this case dim w G 6 r q 2 if r ) 4 or v w / v .r
 . w xProof. i is quite well known; see, for instance, 11, Proposition 5.4.13
w xfor dimensions and 10, Part II, item 2.16 for Weyl modules.
 .  . k w  .xii If v w s p l with p-restricted l, our claim follows from 1, 8.13 .
w xOtherwise, by Steinberg's tensor product theorem 19, Theorem 1.1 ,
dim w G dim w dim w for some nontrivial representations w , w g Irr.1 2 1 2
 .Now i implies that dim w G 16.
 .  w xiii The first claim is well known see, for instance, 11, Sect. 5.4 . The
w x  .second one is proved in 12, Theorem 1.1 . It is clear that r 2 r q 1 G
6 r q 3 for r ) 2. To complete the proof, one has to observe that 2 r G
6 r q 2 for r s 5 or 6.
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 .  . q .  .LEMMA 2.6 . Let G s SL K , m s av g X G , M s M m , V s2 1
 .V m .
 .  < :i We ha¨e V s X ¨ 0 F d F a where ¨ is a nonzero highestya , d
 .weight ¨ector and dim V m s a q 1.
 .ii Let a - p, x g G be a nonidentity positi¨ e root element and let
m g M be a nonzero highest weight ¨ector. Then dim M s a q 1 and
 .a  :x y 1 M s m .
 . k j k  .iii Let a s  a p with all a - p. Then dim M s  a q 1 .js0 j j js0 j
 . w xProof. i is well known and follows, in particular, from 10, Part II, 8.3
w xand 4, Chap. VIII, Sect. 1, Proposition 2 .
 . w .xii By 20, Sect. 12, Example a , M can be regarded as the space of
polynomials in two variables over K homogeneous of degree a. Now our
w xclaim follows from 5, Lemmas 5.5.3 and 5.5.4 .
 . wiii follows immediately from Steinberg's tensor product theorem 19,
x  .Theorem 1.1 and ii .
 .LEMMA 2.7 . Let S and S be semisimple algebraic groups, S s S = S1 2 1 2
and let U be an indecomposable S-module generated by a nonzero highest
 .  .weight ¨ector u. Set m s v u , m s v u , i s 1, 2, U s KS u. Theni s 1 1i
 .dim U G dim U dim M m .1 2
 .  .Proof. Put V s V m , M s M m . By the universal property of the2
w x wWeyl modules 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13 , U is a quotient of V. Using 20,
. xSect. 12, Corollary a of Lemma 68 and dimension arguments, one also
 .  .concludes that V ( V m m V m and a nonzero highest weight vector1 2
 .¨ g V can be identified with ¨ m ¨ where ¨ g V m are nonzero1 2 i i
q .highest weight vectors. For x g V and y g V m let x g V and y g M2
 .be their images under the canonical surjections V ª U and V m ª M,2
respectively. Set dim U s d, dim M s e. Choose weight vectors x , . . . , x1 2 1 d
 .  .g V m and y s ¨ , . . . , y g V m such that x m ¨ , . . . , x m ¨ form1 1 2 e 2 1 2 d 2
q qa basis of U and y , . . . , y form a basis of M. We claim that x m y ,1 1 e i j
1 F i F d, 1 F j F e, are linearly independent. Let z s b x m y withi j i j
  . <b g K and some b / 0. Let V s n g X M m y n is a sum of l rootsi j i j l 2
 .4  <  q. 4of D S , J s j 1 F j F e, v y g V . Choose maximal l such that2 l j l
b / 0 for some j g J and some k. Fix these k and j. If l s 0, the vectork j l
z is a nontrivial linear combination of the basis vectors of U and hence1
 <  q.  q. 4is nonzero. Let l ) 0. Set Q s q v y s v y , b / 0 , y sq j k q
q q . b y . Since all eigenvectors of U S in the module M lie inq g Q k q q 2
 q:  . .¨ , one easily deduces from Lemma 2.1 i that there exists an operator2
q . qX s X ??? X with b , . . . , b g R S , c , . . . , c g Z such thatb , c b , c 1 t 2 1 t1 1 t t
Xy s b¨ where b g KU. As J s B for m ) l and X sends distinct2 m
 .weight subspaces of V m to distinct ones, it is not difficult to conclude2
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 :that Xy s 0 if n f Q and Xy g ¨ for q g Q. Now it is clear that Xzn q 2
is a nontrivial linear combination of the basis vectors of U . Hence Xz / 01
which forces z / 0 and proves our claim.
 .DEFINITION 2.8 . Let M be an irreducible G-module with a nonzero
 . rhighest weight vector ¨ and let v s v M s  a v . Set x sis1 i i k
 :  :y a , a , y s y a , a . Let 1 F i, j F r and all the roots akq1 k k ky1 k t
with t in the interval with the ends i and j form a chain on the Dynkin
 .diagram of G. For an integer d with 0 - d F a define the vector ¨ i, j, dj
as follows. Put d s d. If i - j, set d s a q d x for i F k - j.j k k kq1 k
 .If i ) j, put d s a q d y for i G k ) j. Now take ¨ i, j, d sk k ky1 k
 .  .¨ i ? d , . . . , k ? d , . . . , j ? d for i / j and ¨ i, j, d s X ¨ if i s j.i k yi, d
Here on each step we take maximal d which does not yield a zerok
vector. For instance, if i - j y 1, we have d s a q  jy1 a  ly1 x qk k lskq1 l tsk t
jy1  .d x for i F k - j y 1, d s a q dx , ¨ i, j, d s X ???tsk t jy1 jy1 jy1 yi, di
 .  .X X ¨ . If G s A K , i s 1, j s 3, we get ¨ 1, 3, d sy jy1., d yj, d rjy 1
 .X X X ¨. The notation ¨ i, j, d is used throughout they1, a qa qd y2, a qd y3, d1 2 2
article.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.9 . Let M and ¨ be as in 2.8 . Then ¨ i, j, d / 0 and
 .  .X ¨ i, j, d s 0 for l / i and b ) 0. Hence X fixes ¨ i, j, d .l, b l
 . .Proof. The required inequality holds by Lemma 2.1 iii . The last claim
 . .  .follows form the first one by Lemma 2.1 i . Set m s ¨ i, j, d and show
that X m s 0. Let j ) i. Our assertion is obvious for l - i or l ) j sincel, b
 .¨ is a highest weight vector. Let i - l F j. Put m s X ¨ l y 1 ? d ,1 l, b ly1
.l ? d , . . . , j ? d . Then it follows from the commutator relations in L that1
  . .X m s m i ? d , . . . , l y 2 ? d if l ) i q 1 and X m s m for l sl, b 1 i ly2 l, b 1
i q 1. Hence it suffices to show that m s 0. One easily observes that1
  . :  .  .  .  .v m , a - yd . Since W X w s X w , this forces v m f X w1 ly1 ly1 1
and m s 0. For j - i the arguments are quite similar. Here we distin-1
guish the cases l - j or l ) i and j F l - i. The first case is obvious. To
 .settle the second one, it suffices to prove that m s X ¨ l q 1 ? d ,2 l, b lq1
.l ? d , . . . , j ? d s 0. The latter claim follows from the fact that1
  . :v m , a - yd .2 ly1 lq1
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.10 . Let i, j, M, ¨ , and v be as in 2.8 and m s ¨ i, j, d .
Assume also that M is p-restricted. If i - j, suppose that i ) 1
 :and a , a s y1 for i - k F j. If i ) j, assume that i - r andk ky1
 :a , a s y1 for j F k - i. Put l s i y 1 for i - j and l s i q 1 fork kq1
 4  :i ) j. If i s j, suppose that l g i y 1, i q 1 and a , a s y1.i l
  . :Let v m , a s p. Then X m / 0.l yl
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 .Proof. Keep the notation d of 2.8 . First consider the case i - j. Lets
a / 0. Our assumptions yield that all d - p. Now several applicationsiy1 s
 .of Lemma 2.1 imply that X X m s cX X ??? X ¨ / 0i y iy1. y iy1. yi, d y1 yj, di j
 U .  4here c g K . Hence X m / 0. The proof for i s j, l g i y 1, i q 1y iy1.
is quite similar. Observe that in this case a / 0 since M is restricted andl
 :a , a s y1.i l
Now let a s ??? s a s 0, k G i y 1, and a / 0. As M isiy1 k kq1
 .p-restricted, the formulae for d in 2.8 yield that j G k q 2, d s ??? ss i
 .d s p, d - p. Put m s ¨ if j s k q 2 and m s ¨ k q 3, j, d ifkq1 kq2 1 1
 .j ) k q 2. Set d s e. Applying 2.1 several times, we getkq2
X ??? X X m s gX X ??? X X mkq2 i y iy1. y iy1. yi , py1 ykq1. , py1 ykq2. , ey1 1
2 .
U  .with g g K and deduce that the right part of 2 is nonzero. This forces
X m / 0 as required.y iy1.
For i ) j we apply quite similar arguments. First consider the case
 . .where a / 0 and show that X X m / 0 using Lemma 2.1 iii .iq1 i y iq1.
Then assume that a s ??? s a s 0, k F i q 1, and a / 0. Apply-iq1 k ky1
 .ing Lemma 2.1 several times, we deduce that X ??? X X m / 0.ky2 i y iq1.
 .Here we obtain an equality similar to 2 . This completes the proof.
 .  .  . q .  4LEMMA 2.11 . Let G s A K , m s pv g X G , R G s a , and1 1
 .  .x s x 1 . Let V s V m be the Weyl module and let ¨ g V be a nonzeroa
 :highest weight ¨ector. Then X ¨ s V for p ) 2 and X ¨ g V forya x ya x
p s 2.
 .  . py1Proof. Put M s M m , y s x y 1 , u s X ¨ . By Lemmaya , p
 . .  < : w x w2.6 i , V s X ¨ 1 F i F p and dim V s p q 1. By 6 and 7, Theo-ya , i
x  < :rem 2.1 , V s V l / "m is the maximal proper submodule of V1 l
 . .isomorphic to M p y 2 v and V has two composition factors. If p s 2,1
 . .using Lemma 2.1 ii , we obtain that yu has a nonzero weight component
 .2X ¨ . Now let p ) 2. As x y 1 M s 0, we have yV ; V . Using Lemmaya 1
 . .  :2.1 i and analyzing the weight system of V, we get that yV ; V , V .m mya
 : py1This forces yV ; X ¨ . Hence X u s yu since the left part of thisya a
 . .equality is a weight component of the right one. Applying Lemma 2.1 ii ,
py1  .one can deduce that X u s p y 1 ! X ¨ . This yields our lemma.a ya
 .  .LEMMA 2.12 . Let G and a be as in 2.11 . Let V be an indecomposable
 .G-module generated by a highest weight ¨ector ¨ and let v ¨ s pv . Assume1
 .that X ¨ / 0. Then V ( V pv .ya 1
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 . XProof. Set V pv s V . The universal property of the Weyl module1
w x X10, part II, Lemma 2.13 implies that V is a quotient of V . As we have
 . Xseen in the proof of 2.11 , the module V has two composition factors.
 .Hence it suffices to show that V (r M pv . This claim follows from the1
 .  .  .   ..fact that p y 2 v s v X ¨ g X V _ X M pv .1 ya 1
 .LEMMA 2.13 . Let C be a nonidentity unipotent conjugacy class in G.
 .Then C contains long root elements except the case where p s 2, G s C K .r
In the exceptional case C contains long or short root elements.
Proof. This can be deduced from the description of inclusion relations
w xbetween the Zariski closures of unipotent classes; see 18, I.2.4 for
 . w x w xG s A K and 9, 12.3 and 18, Theorem II.8.2 for other groups.r
 .  .COROLLARY 2.14 . Let V be a G-module. If G / C K or p / 2, letr
 .x g G be a nonidentity long root element. If G s C K and p s 2, letr
x , x g G be nonidentity long and short root elements, respecti¨ ely. In this1 2
 4case take x s x with j g 1, 2 and dim V minimal. Then dim V G dim Vj x y xj
for any unipotent y, i.e. d s dim V .V x
Proof. Consider G as a subvariety in the affine variety Am for a
 .suitable m. Let z , . . . , z be the coordinates of a point z g G, let g z be1 m
 .  .the matrix of z in a fixed basis of V, and let g z be the i, j th entry ofi j
 .the matrix g z . Since V is a rational G-module, there exist polynomial
 .  .functions f such that g z s f z , . . . , z . Set d s dim V . Fori j i j i j 1 m z z
q  .d g Z we have d F d if and only if the determinants of all d q 1 =z
 .   . . py1d q 1 -submatrices of the matrix g z y 1 are zero. As these deter-
 .minants are polynomial functions of the coefficients g z , it is quite cleari j
that the inequality d F d determines a Zariski closed subset in G. Nowz
 .2.13 yields the assertion of the corollary.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.15 . Let a , b , . . . , b g R, H s H b , . . . , b . As-1 k 1 k
 .sume that H is semisimple, b , . . . , b form a basis of R H , a " b f R,1 k i
 :and b , a s 0 for 1 F i F k. Let M be an irreducible G-module andi
  . :m , m g M be nonzero weight ¨ectors fixed by X . Let v m , a s p y 11 2 a 1
  . :  .and v m , a s p. Set V s KHm , V s KHX m , x s x 1 . Then2 1 1 2 ya 2 a
V q V ; M , V l V s 0.1 2 x 1 2
 :  .  .Proof. Put G s X , X . Let n s p y 1 v , n s pv g X G .a a ya 1 1 2 1 a
It is clear that m generates an indecomposable G -module N withj a j
 .  .  .highest weight n for j s 1, 2. Lemma 2.6 yields that V n s M n .j 1 1
w xThen the universal property of Weyl modules 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13
 .  . .implies that N ( M n . It follows from Lemma 2.6 ii that m g1 1 1
 .N ; M . Observe that X and X commute as a " b f R.1 x x " b " a ii
Hence H commutes with G . This forces V ; M .a 1 x
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Set mX s X m . If mX s 0, we have nothing to prove. Let mX / 0.2 ya 2 2 2
 .  .  . X  .Then N ( V n by 2.12 . Now 2.11 yields that m g N ; M . As H2 2 2 2 x x
and G commute, this implies V ; M . As the roots b form a basisa 2 x k
 .  :  .   . :of R H , we have b , a s 0 for all b g R H . Therefore v ¨ , a s
  . :p y 1 for all ¨ g V and v u , a s p y 2 for any u g V which1 2
forces V l V s 0 and completes the proof.1 2
 .  .COROLLARY 2.16 . In the assumptions of 2.15 let X fix the ¨ectors mb ji
 .  .for 1 F i F k, j s 1, 2. Put m s v m , M s M m , d s dim M . Sup-j H j j j j j
pose that X m / 0. Then dim M G dim V q dim V G d q d . In par-ya 2 x 1 2 1 2
 .ticular, taking x as in 2.14 , we get d G dim V q dim V G d q d .M 1 2 1 2
 .Proof. It follows immediately from 2.15 that dim M G dim V qx 1
X  . Xdim V . Let m be as in 2.15 . As m , m / 0, it is clear that V is a2 2 1 2 j
nontrivial indecomposable H-module with highest weight m generated byj
a highest weight vector. Hence V has a composition factor M whichj j
 .yields our formula for dim M . Now apply 2.14 to complete the proof.x
 . rIn what follows let w g Irr be p-large, v s v w s  a v , M sis1 i i
 .  .  .M v , ¨ g M is a nonzero highest weight vector, G s H b , y s x 1 ,b
S s l a , 1 F k F l F r, b g Zq, S s S .k l isk i 1 r
 .  : X  < : :LEMMA 2.17 . Let v, b s p, M s M l, b s p y 1 . Thenl
M X ; M .y
 :Proof. As b is the maximal root, we have a , b F 0 for all a g D
since otherwise there would be a root b q ka with k ) 0 in R.
 :  : <  .4 X  4This forces v , b s max m, b m g X w . Let m g M _ 0 .
 . .Lemma 2.1 i implies that X fixes m as otherwise M would contain ab
X   X. :vector m with v m , b G p q 1. Hence m generates a G-module
 . .  . .isomorphic to M p y 1 v . Now Lemma 2.6 ii yields our assertion.1
 .2.18 . A Complex of Notation for the Tensor Decomposable Case. We
also need some notation and tools to handle tensor decomposable w. Let
s c j  .w s m Fr (w where s ) 1, w g I , v w / 0, and all c are distinct.j j p j jjs1
  : 4  .  .  .Put I s i N 1 F i F r, a , b s 0 , D I s a N i g I , F s H i N i g I ,i i
 . c j X  . X  X .  .l s v w , q s p , l s q l , M s M l , M s M l , l s l w forj j j j j j j j j j j j
1 F j F s, l s s l . Write l s r a v , lX s r aX v . Let ¨ g Mjs1 j j is1 i j i j is1 i j i j j
and ¨ X g M X be nonzero highest weight vectors. Set ¨ s ¨ X m ??? m ¨ X g M.j j 1 s
 .  .We also consider the vectors u s u t, d or u t, g , d constructed as
 :follows. Let d g D and d , b s 1. Assume that roots d s g , . . . , d s d1 n
 :g D form a chain on the Dynkin diagram of G, n - r, l , g / 0 andt
 .  :either ns1, or d gD I for m-n, l , d s0 for m)1, andm t m
 :d , d s y1 for m - n. Observe that the roots d with 1 - l - n arem mq1 l
 .uniquely determined if d and g are fixed. Set u s u g , d s X ???t t yd , qn t
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X  . X X X ¨ , u s u t, g , d s ¨ m ??? m u m ??? m ¨ g M all multipliers butyd , q t 1 t s1 t X.  .one are ¨ . Denote by N and Q s Q g , d the F-modules generated byj j t t
X s  .¨ and u , respectively. Put N s m N , Q s Q t, g , d s Q m N . Ifj t j t jjs1 j/ t
 .  .  .  .  .n s 1 and g s d , set u t, d s u t, g , d , u d s u g , d , Q t, d st t
 .  .  .Q t, g , d , Q d s Q g , d .t t
 .  .EXAMPLES. a G s A K , s s 2, l s a v , l s a v . We haver 1 11 1 2 22 2
 4  . X  .  . X  .Is 2, . . . , ry1 , u a sX ¨ , u 1, a su a m ¨ , u a , a s1 1 y1, q 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 11X  . X  .X X ¨ , u 2, a , a s ¨ m u a , a .y1, q y2, q 2 2 1 1 2 2 12 2
 .  .b G s B K , s s 3, l s a v , l s a v , l s a v . Then I sr 1 11 1 2 22 2 3 33 3
 4  . X  .  . X X1, 3, . . . , r , u a , a s X X ¨ , u 1, a , a s u a m ¨ m ¨ ,1 1 2 y2, q y1, q 1 1 2 1 1 2 31 1
 . X  . X  . X  .u a s X ¨ , u 2, a s ¨ m u a m ¨ , u a , a s2 2 y 2, q 2 2 1 2 2 3 3 3 22X  . X X  .X X ¨ , u 3, a , a s ¨ m ¨ m u a , a .y2, q y3, q 3 3 2 1 2 3 3 23 3
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.19 . In the framework of the notation of 2.18 , assume
 .that l - p for 1 F j F s. Then d y G dim N. Let 1 F m F s, t , . . . , t gj w 1 m
 4 k  .1, . . . , s , t / t if a / b, and Q s Q t , g , d , 1 F k F m. Thena b k k k
 . m k s md y G dim N q  dim Q s  dim N q  dim Q w ks1 js1 j ks1 t j/ tk k
dim N .j
 . .Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1 iii several times, one can conclude that
  X. :u / 0. As n - r, it is clear that yu s u . We have v ¨ , b s q l ,t t t j j j
  . :  .  . Xv u , b s q l y 1 . As l / 0, it is clear that l ) 0. Hence ¨ andt t t j j j
u generate indecomposable G-modules with highest weights q l v andt j j 1
 .  X.  .q l y 1 v , respectively. It is well known that X M s q X M . Thist t 1 j j j
 X.implies that all the differences m y n for m, n g X M have the formj
 .  X.q b a q ??? qb a with b , . . . , b g Z. In particular, if l y bb g X Mj 1 1 r r 1 r j j
with b g Z, then b is a multiple of q since b is a linear combination ofj
the simple roots with at least one coefficient equal to one. Now one can
 .observe that ¨ and u generate the irreducible G-modules M q l v andj t j j 1
  . .  .M q l y 1 v , respectively. Let a - p and let Z s M av , Z st t 1 1 1 2
 d .M p av be irreducible G-modules. If z g Z is a nonzero highest weight1 1
 :  .a  . .vector, then z s y y 1 Z by Lemma 2.6 ii . There exist bases of Z1
and Z containing highest weight vectors such that the matrix of y in the2
second base is obtained from that in the first one by raising all the
d X  . l j X  . l ty1 Xcoefficients to the power p . Hence ¨ g y y 1 M , u g y y 1 M .j j t t
 . l j X  . l ty1 XAs y commutes with F, we have N ; y y 1 M , Q g y y 1 M .j j t t
 .Recall that l - p. Since w is p-large, we get l G p. Now 2.4 yields thatj
m k X  X .  : :N and  Q ; M . For a g Z let M ; M s M N m, b s a .ks1 y j, a j j m
 : s kAs a , b s 0 for i g I, we conclude that N ; m M , Q ;i j, q ljs1 j j
M m M . Hence the sum N q Q1 q ??? qQm is direct. Thist , q  l y1. j, q lj/ tk k k j jk
implies our proposition.
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 .The notation a , H, V , M , m , m , d , k s 1, 2, y, and F from 2.15k k k k k
 .  .  .and 2.16 and the complex of notation from 2.18 will be used in 2.20
and in Sections 3]6. We shall specify a and H in each of these sections.
 .  .2.20 . General Scheme of the Proof of Theorem 1.1 . Obviously, dim My
 .is equal to the number of Jordan blocks of size p in the matrix w y for
 .any element y g G of order p. Let the function f be as in Theorem 1.1 .
 .  .Now it suffices to prove that d G f r . Choose x as in 2.14 . Thenw
 . wd s dim M by 2.14 . Applying Steinberg's tensor product theorem 19,w x
x s c j  .Theorem 1.1 , write w s m Fr (w where w g I , v w / 0, and allj j p jjs1
 .  .c are distinct. Set s w s s. Use induction on s w . Let s s 1. Then thej
question can be trivially reduced to the case w g I .p
 .  .  .  .Let G s A K , B K , or C K . Assume that p / 2 for G s B K orr r r r
 .  .  .C K ; r s 3 for G s B K , w g I , and r ) 2 if G s A K .r r p r
Let w g I . We fix a long root a g D and find roots b , . . . , b g R andp 1 k
vectors m , m g M such that a , b , . . . , b , m , m , and the subgroup1 2 1 k 1 2
 .  .  .H s H b , . . . , b satisfy all the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 . Actu-1 k
  :.:  .ally, it occurs that H s X N X g C X , X . We have H ( A Kg g G a ya ry2
 .  .  .  .  .for G s A K , H ( A K = B K for G s B K , and H ( C Kr 1 ry2 r ry1
 .  .for G s C K . By 2.16 , d G dim V q dim V G d q d . In the major-r w 1 2 1 2
 .ity of cases the modules M and M in 2.16 are tensor products1 2
of nontrivial irreducible modules for the simple components of H and
 . wwe conclude that d q d is large enough applying Lemma 2.5 and 20,1 2
xSect. 12, the corollary of Lemma 68 . However, in some situations we
encounter trivial modules for some components and need more compli-
cated arguments involving more refined estimates of dim V , j s 1, 2.j
 .Now let s ) 1. Assume that Theorem 1.1 holds for representations r
 .  4with s r - s. If there exists a proper subset J ; 1, . . . , s such that the
representation r s m Fr c j (w is p-large, write w s r m r . By the1 j 1 2jg J
 .  .  .inductive hypothesis, d G f r . Hence r z has at least f r Jordanr 11
 .blocks of size p for any element z of order p. Then it follows from 2.2
 .that w has at least f r blocks of size p. Therefore one can assume that
 .there is no such J. Then we find a desired estimate for d using 2.19 . Inw
 .the majority of cases dim N or dim Q t, g , d for suitable t, g , and d is
large enough, so it suffices to handle only one of these modules. For small
r computations are more complicated. Obviously, dim M s dim M X. Thisj j
fact is used many times without special comments.
 .If p s 2, r ) 2, and G s C K , we apply the arguments similar tor
those described above to long root elements and some specific arguments
to short ones.
 .The case G s A K also requires a special analysis.2
 .  .For G s B K , r ) 3, w g I , and for G s D K , one could also user p r
the general scheme above. However, it turns out that other approaches are
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easier and yield better estimates in the general case. The representations
1  . .  .r s w v q p y 1 v are investigated with the help of Lemma 2.17 .1 22
 .For other p-restricted representations of B K , the induction on rr
 .is used. For G s D K we consider the restriction of w to a sub-r
 .   . .group isomorphic to B K ( C K if p s 2 , and apply the resultry1 ry1
 .for this group proven by that moment. Lemma 2.6 and the corollary of
w xLemma 68 20, Sect. 12 imply that the sum of the dimensions of two
tensor decomposable H-modules with nontrivial components is at least
 .  .8 r y 12 for G s B K , r ) 4, and at least 8 r y 16 for G s D K . Wer r
have some reasons to suppose, although this is not proved yet, that d G dw r
for an arbitrary p-large representation w of a group of type B or D and
 .  .p ) 2. Lemma 2.17 yields d G 8 r y 14 for G s D K and p ) 3. Inr r
this connection, in order to obtain adequate estimates for a group of type
D, using the result for those of type B, we try to show whenever possible
that d G 8 r y 6 in the course of the analysis of the former groups inw
 .Section 4. While proving Theorem 1.1 for different types of groups in
Sections 3]6, we restrict ourselves to the cases where w g I or w is tensorp
decomposable without special comments.
Let a g Zq, a ) 0, q s pa, and let G be a finite Chevalley groupq
 .ordinary or twisted associated with the automorphism of K whose fixed
 w x. q    . :subfield has order q see 20, Sect. 11 . Put I s r g Irr N v r , a i
4 2  . q   .- q, 1F iF r if G \ C q and I s rgIrr N v r sb v qb v ,q 2 1 1 2 2
aq1 4 2  . w xb - p , b - q for G ( C q . By 20, Sect. 12, Theorem 43 ,1 2 q 2
every irreducible K-representation c of G is the restriction of a uniqueq
representation r g I q. We call c p-large if r is p-large.
 .COROLLARY 2.21 . Let c be a p-large representation of G . Then for anyq
 .  .element x g G of order p the matrix c x has at least f r Jordan blocks ofq
size p.
 . wProof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and 20, Sect. 12,
xTheorem 43 cited above.
 .  .3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 FOR G s A Kr
 .  w x.In this section G s A K , b s a q ??? qa see 3, Table I , andr 1 r
 .  .F s H 2, . . . , r y 1 . One easily observes that l w s S.
 .Case I w g I . Naturally, r ) 1 in this case.p
 .PROPOSITION 3.1 . Let r s 2. Then d G 2.w
Proof. Since d s d U , one can assume that a / 0. Put b s p y 1 yw w 1
b bq1  :  .a , m s X ¨ , m s X ¨ , A s X . As l w G p, we have b - a .1 1 y2 2 y2 "1 2
 . .Now Lemma 2.1 iii forces m , m / 0. One easily deduces that m and1 2 1
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 .m generate indecomposable A-modules with highest weights p y 1 v2 1
and pv , respectively. We claim that X m / 0. Indeed, since1 y1 2
  . :  . .v m , a s p y 1, by Lemma 2.1 ii , X X m s c / 0. Hence m1 1 2 y1 2 2
 .  .  . .generates the Weyl module V pv by 2.12 . It follows from 2.6 ii and1
 .  .2.11 that m , X m g M . This yields our proposition since v m /1 y1 2 x 1. 11
 .v X m .y1 2
 .PROPOSITION 3.2 . Let r ) 2 and either a / 0 for some i, 1 F i - r, ori
a q a ) p. Then d G 2 r y 2.1 r w
 .Proof. Apply the general scheme from 2.20 with a s a , H s1
 .H 3, . . . , r . Choose j such that S G p y 1 and either j s 1 or S -1 j 1, jy1
p y 1. First let j ) 1. We have p y 1 s S q b with b F a . Set1, jy1 j
 .  .  .m s ¨ 2, j, b in the notation of 2.8 . If b - a , put m s ¨ 2, j, b q 1 . If1 j 2
b s a , choose k ) j such that a / 0 and a s 0 for j - h - k and setj k h
 .m s ¨ 2, k, 1 . As S G p, one gets b - a if j s r.2 j
If j s 1, put m s ¨ , choose k ) 1 such that a / 0 and a s 0 for1 k t
 .1 - t - k, and set m s ¨ 2, k, 1 . In all cases it is obvious that X m s 02 1, d l
 .for l s 1, 2, d ) 0. By 2.9 , X m s 0 for i ) 2, d ) 0. One easilyi, d l
  . :   . :  . .observes that v m , a s p y 1 and v m , a s p. Applying 2.5 ii1 1 2 1
 .several times, we conclude that m / 0. By 2.10 , X m / 0. Since m1 y1 2 1
 .  .and m satisfy all the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 for a s a ,2 1
 .Corollary 2.16 yields that d G d q d . One can write the weightsw 1 2
ry2 .  .m s v m , s s 1, 2, in the form  c v where v g X H are thes H s is1 i s i i
 .fundamental weights associated with the basis a , . . . , a of R H , c s3 r i s
 :m , a . Taking into account that S G p and a q a ) p if a ss iq2 1 r 2
??? s a s 0, it is not difficult to observe the following: c s a q bry1 jy1, 1 jq1
if 2 F j - r ; c s S y b ) 0 if j s r ; and c s a if j s 1;ry2, 1 ry1, r i1 iq2, 1
c s a q b q 1 if 2 F j - r, b - a ; c s a q 1 if b s a ,jy1, 2 jq1 j ky1, 2 kq1 j
j G 2, j q 1 F k - r and if j s 1, 2 F k - r ; c s S y b y 1 ifry2, 2 ry1, r
j s r, b - a ; moreover, in this case m / 0; c s S y 1 ) 0r 2 ry2, 2 ry1, r
if 2 F j s r y 1, b s a and k s r ; c s a ) 0 if b s a , j G 2,ry1 jy1, 2 j j
j q 1 - k s r ; and c s a y 1 / 0 if j s 1, k s r.ry2, 2 r
Recall that a s p y 1 if j s 1. Using this information, one can deduce1
 .that m / 0 if and only if v / p y 1 v q a v and m is always1 1 2 2 2
 . .nonzero. If both m , m / 0, then, by 2.5 i , dim M G r y 1 and1 2 1
 .d G 2 r y 2 s f r as required. This proves the proposition for v /w
 .  .p y 1 v q a v . In the latter case we also have d G f r since1 2 2 w
 .U Ud s d and we have just shown that d G f r .w w w
 .LEMMA 3.3 . Let r ) 2 and v s a v q a v with a q a s p. Then1 1 r r 1 r
 .d G f r .w
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Proof. Since w g I , the coefficients a , a / 0. Set ¨ s X ¨ , ¨ sp 1 r 1 y1 2
 . .X ¨ . By 2.1 iii , ¨ / 0 for j s 1, 2. Let S be the F-module generatedyr j j
X   : :  . Xby ¨ , j s 1, 2, and let M s M N l, b s p y 1 . By 2.17 , M ; M .j l y
 :  .  .Since a , b s 0 for 1 - i - r, one can see that v ¨ s v , v ¨ si F 1 1 F 2
w x  . . Xv . Now Theorem 39 20 and Lemma 2.1 i imply that M s S q S .ry2 1 2
 . .  .  .By 2.5 i , dim S s r y 1. One easily observes that S ; M 1 l M r ,j 1 1 0
 .  .  .S ; M 1 l M r . Hence S l S s 0 and d G dim S q dim S G f r .2 0 1 1 2 w 1 2
 . s c jCase II w Is Tensor Decomposable . Write w s m Fr (wjjs1
 .with w g I , v w / 0, and all c are distinct. According to the argumentsj p j j
 .in 2.20 , one can assume that each w is not p-large. For r s 1j
 .  .  .Theorem 1.1 is trivial, so we suppose that r ) 1. In items 3.4 and 3.5
 .we use the notation from 2.18 .
 .LEMMA 3.4 . Let v s a v q a v . Then d G 2 r y 2.1 1 r r w
 4Proof. By our assumptions, for any t there exists g g a , a sucht 1 r
 :  : t  .that l , g / 0. Observe that g , b s 1. Set Q s Q t, g , t s 1, 2. Byt t t t
 . 1 2   t. :2.19 , d G dim Q q dim Q . One can see that v Q , a / 0 for somew i
 4 t ti g 2, r y 1 . So Q are nontrivial F-modules and dim Q G r y 1 by
 . .2.5 i . This yields the lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.5 . Let r ) 2 and a / 0 for some i with 1 - i - r. Theni
 .2  .d G r y 1 G 2 r y 1 .w
Proof. Without loss of generality one may assume that a / 0. Theni1
N is a nontrivial F-module. First let a / 0 for some k, 1 - k - r. So N1 k 2 2
 .  . . 1 2is also nontrivial. By 2.19 and 2.5 i , d G dim N G dim N ? dim N Gw
 .2r y 1 .
 :  4Now let l s a v q a v . Hence l , g / 0 for some g g a , a2 12 1 r 2 r 2 1 r
 .  .as l / 0. Set Q s Q 2, g . It is clear that Q s Q g is a nontrivial2 2 2
 .2  .F-module. Then d G dim Q G dim N dim Q G r y 1 by 2.19 andw 1 2
 . .2.5 i . This yields the lemma.
 .  .  .  .Now Theorem 1.1 for G s A K follows from results 3.1 ] 3.5 .r
 .  .4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 FOR G s B Kr
 .In this section p ) 2, G s B K , r ) 2. Recall that b s a qr 1
w x  .2a q ??? q2a q 2a 3, Table II . This implies that l w s a2 ry1 r 1
 .  :q2 a q ??? qa q a . One easily observes that a , b s 1. For2 ry1 r 2
 :  .  .i / 2 we have a , b s 0 and a " b f R. Theorem 1.1 for G s B Ki i r
follows immediately from
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 .THEOREM 4.1 . Let w be p-large. Then d G 6 r y 7 for p s 3, v sw
1j j .   . .3 v q v ; d G 8 r y 10 for p ) 3, v s p v q p y 1 v ; d G 141 2 w 1 2 w2
1j j  . .  .if r s 3 and either v s p p y 1 v q v or p s 3, v s p 2v q v ;2 3 1 32
j .d G 15 if r s p s 3, v s p v q 2v ; and d G 17 for r s p s 3, v sw 1 3 w
j .p 2v q v . Otherwise, d G 8 r y 8 and, moreo¨er, d G 8 r y 6 if r ) 4,1 2 w w
1j  . .or r s 4, v / p 3v q p y 3 v , or r s 3 and one of the following1 22
 .  .  .holds: a a / 0; b a s a s 0; c w is tensor decomposable.1 1 3
 .Case I w g I . Our plan is as follows. First we prove two technicalp
1  .lemmas. Then the case v q p y 1 v is considered separately. Then1 22
 .  .  .we take r s 3 and apply results 2.15 and 2.16 with a s a , H s H b , 3 .1
 :  .For r ) 3 induction on r is used. Put A s X , H s H 3, . . . , r . Then"1 1
 .  . H s G = H , H ( A K for r s 3, and H ( B K for r ) 3 for1 1 1 1 ry2
 ..r s 2 we also have H ( C K . Take the restrictions of the weights1 2
 .v , . . . , v to H as the basis of X H and identify the restriction of v3 r 1 1 i
 .  .with v g X H . Any weight n g X H is uniquely determined by theiy2 1
 .  .  .pair n , n where n g X G and n g X H are the restrictions of n1 2 1 2 1
from some maximal torus of H to the maximal tori of G and H ,1
respectively, contained in it. In what follows we identify n with the pair
 .  :a, n where a s n , b and n is written in the basis chosen above. We2 1 2
often use without additional comments a well-known fact that the dimen-
 .sion of the H-module M n is equal to the product of those of the
 .  .G-module M m and the H -module M n which follows, for instance,1 1 2
w xfrom 20, Sect. 12, the corollary of Lemma 68 .
 .  .LEMMA 4.2 . Let 2 F j - r and 0 - b F a . Set w s r, j, b ; c sj ry1
b q S if j - r y 1, c s a q c for j - g - r y 1, c s S yjq1, r g gq1 gq1 j j, jq1
b q c if j - r y 1, and c s S for j s r y 1, c s a q b q cjq1 j ry1, r jy1 jy1 j
if j ) 2, c s a q c for 2 F n - j y 1 if j ) 3; m s w 2 ? c , . . . ,n n nq1 2
 . .   . :r y 1 ? c . Then v m , a s b q S q 2S if j - r y 1ry1 1 jq1, ry1
  . : q .and v m , a s b q S for j s r y 1; the groups X and U H fix m1 1
and m generates an indecomposable H-module with highest weight
 .a, d v q ??? qd v where a s S y b, d s a if g - j y 2, d s1 1 ry2 r 1 j g gq1 k
a for j F k F r y 2, d s a q b if j ) 2, d s S y b ifkq2 jy2 jy1 jy1 j, jq1
 .j - r y 1, and d s a q 2 a y b if j s r y 1.jy1 r ry1
 .Proof. Obviously, the groups X and X fix m since m g M 1 . Put1 b 0
 .   . :G s H 2, . . . , r y 1 , S s KG w, e s v w , a for 2 F i - r. We claim1 1 i i
that S is an indecomposable G -module, w is a nonzero highest weight1
vector, e s a for 2 F i - j y 1, e s a q b if j ) 2, e s S y bi i jy1 jy1 j j, jq1
if j - r y 1, and e s S for j s r y 1, e s a for j - i - r y 1,j ry1, r i iq1
 .and e s b q S if j - r y 1. It follows from 2.9 that the group Xry1 jq1, r i
fixes w for i - r. This implies our assertions about the G -module S and w1
q .  :as the group U G s X N 2 F i - r . The formulae for e can be1 i i
checked immediately as we know the Cartan invariants of G.
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Now consider m as a vector of the G -module S and apply arguments1
 .  .similar to those in the proof of 2.9 . Put l s v m . One can easily checkG1
 :that l q ka , a - yc for 2 - i F r y 1 and any integer k ) 0.i iy1 iy1
 .  .Hence X m s 0 as X M is invariant under the action of W G . Wei, k 1 1
also claim that X m s 0 for k ) 0. The commutator relations in Lr , k
imply that X m s X ??? X X w. Hence it suffices to prover , k y2, c y ry1., c r , k2 ry1
that z s X X w s 0. Suppose this is false. It follows from they ry1., c r , kry 1
construction of w that one can write z s X X X X uy ry1., c r , k yr , f y ry1., a
 .  .   . :   . :where u g M r y 1 l M r , v u , a s a , 0 - a F v u , a , f0 0 r r ry1
  . :s a q 2 a, c s c s v u , a q a . It is clear that k F f. One canr ry1 ry1 r
  . :check that v z , a s yc y k. Since z F 0, vector z s w z / 0.ry1 1 ry1
 .  .  .  .Observe that v z s v z q c q k a , z g M r . It is not diffi-1 ry1 1 fyk
  . :  .cult to see that v z , a s yf. As w z g M, the weight v z q fa1 r r 1 1 r
 .g X M , which yields a contradiction. Hence z s 0. This implies that
q .U H fixes m and KHm is an indecomposable H-module with a highest1
  . :weight vector m. Observe that d s v m , a . Now we can directlyi iq2
  . :calculate the integers v m , a , a, and d , 1 F i F r y 2, as we know1 i
the coefficients c .l
 .  .   . :LEMMA 4.3 . Let m be as in 4.2 and let v m , a s p. Then1
X m / 0.y1
 .Proof. Put G s H 1, . . . , r y 1 and keep the notation w, S, and0
 .e from 4.2 . Here 1 F i F r y 1. It follows immediately from the argu-i
 .ments at the beginning of the proof of 4.2 that S is an inde-
composable G -module with a nonzero highest weight vector w. Observe0
that e s a if j ) 2 and e s a q b for j s 2. Since b ) 0 and1 1 1 1
  . :  .v m , a s p, Lemma 4.2 implies that S and all e - p. Let S be the1 i
irreducible quotient of S and let z be the image of a vector z g S under
the canonical homomorphism of S onto S. Then S is a restricted irre-
 .ducible module and X m / 0 by 2.10 . This yields the lemma.y1
1 .  .LEMMA 4.4 . Let v s v q p y 1 v . Then d G 8 r y 10 for p / 31 2 w2
and d G 6 r y 7 for p s 3.w
 .  :Proof. One can see that l w s v, b s p. Hence ¨ generates an
 .indecomposable G-module with highest weight pv . Set Z s M 2 , u s1 1
 :  :X ¨ , u s X u. Since a , b s 1 and a , b s 0 for i / 2, we haveyb 1 y1 2 i
  : :  .Z s M N l, b s p y 1 . By Lemma 2.17 , Z ; M . We shall showl y
that the vectors u, u / 0 and lie in M . Let g s a q a q 2a q1 y 1 2 3
??? q2a . It follows from the commutation relations in L that X u sr 2
 :"X ¨ . It is clear that X fixes ¨ . One can easily verify that v, g syg g
 .  . .p q 1 r2 - p. Then X ¨ / 0 by Lemma 2.1 iii . Hence u / 0 andyg
 . .  .the same Lemma 2.1 iii yields that u / 0. Now Lemma 2.12 implies1
 .that ¨ generates the G-module V pv and u g M . As X and X1 y y1 b
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commute, u g M . It is clear that u and u are linearly independent. As1 y 1
  . :   . :  :v u , b s v u , b s p y 2, the intersection u, u l Z s 0.1 1
Hence d G dim Z q 2.w
 .One easily observes that if a weight vector m g Z l M 1 , theni
  . :   . :  .v m , a s 2 y 2 i, i.e. v m , a - yi for i ) 2. Since the set X w1 1
2  .is invariant with respect to w , we conclude that Z ;  M 1 . Put1 is0 i
 .Z s Z l M 1 , y s X ¨ , y s X X ¨ , y s X X ¨ . Asi i 1 y2 2 y1 y2 3 y2 y1
  . :v m , a s y2 for i s 2, the operator w interchanges the subspaces1
 . . w xZ and Z . By Lemma 2.1 iii , y / 0 for 1 F j F 3. By 2, Theorem 6.4 ,0 2 j
dw is an irreducible representation of L and M s Ly¨ . This forces
y . y . :  .Z s L H y , Z s L H y , y since X and L H commute.0 1 1 1 1 2 3 y1 1
 .One can deduce that v y s v for r ) 3 and 2v for r s 3, 1 F j F 3.H j 1 11
 . . wThen Lemma 2.5 i and the universal property of the Weyl modules 10,
.xPart II, Lemma 2.13b yield that the vectors y generate irreduciblej
H -modules of dimension 2 r y 3. Hence dim Z s dim Z s 2 r y 3. It is1 0 2
clear that the modules KH y and KH y either have zero intersection or1 2 1 3
coincide as they are irreducible. Consequently, dim Z s 4 r y 6 if the1
vectors y and y are linearly independent and 2 r y 3 otherwise. By2 3
w x16, 6.1 and 6.9 , y and y are linearly dependent if and only if a q a s2 3 1 2
p y 1, i.e. p s 3. Thus dim Z s 8 r y 12 for p / 3 and dim Z s
6 r y 9 for p s 3 which implies the lemma.
 .  .Put D s 8 r y 8, D s 8 r y 6. In Lemmas 4.5 ] 4.7 the notation from1
 .  . 0 12.15 and 2.16 is used; V and V , respectively, are the G-module andj j
the H -module generated by the vectors m , j s 1, 2, determined there;1 j
  . :   . :J s v m , b , J s v m , a , g s a q a q 2a g R. We assume1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3
1  .here that v / v q p y 1 v . If r s 3, we have D s 16, D s 18.1 2 12
 .LEMMA 4.5 . Let r s 3 and S - p y 1. Then d G 14 for v sw
1  .p y 1 v q v and d G D otherwise; furthermore, d G D if a / 0 or2 3 w w 1 12
a s a s 0.1 3
Proof. Since S q a G p, there exists b - a such that S q b s p y 1.2 2
 .  .Put w s ¨ 3, 2, b , m s X w , w s ¨ 3, 2, b q 1 , m s1 1 y2, a qa 1 2 22 3
 .  .   . :   . :X w . By 4.2 and 4.3 , v m , a s p y 1, v m , a s p,y2, a qa 2 1 1 2 12 3
 .   . .  .  v m s S y b, a q 2 a y 2b v , v m s S y b y 1, a qH 1 12 3 2 1 H 2 12 3
. . q .2 a y 2b y 2 v , the group U H fixes m , and X m / 0. So the2 1 i y1 2
 .  .vectors m and m satisfy the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 with a s a1 2 1
 .and our H. Hence 2.16 implies that d G dim V q dim V G d q d .w 1 2 1 2
Since p ) 2, b - a , and S - p y 1, we have 1 F J - p, 2 F J - 2 p -2 1 2
2  .p . Now it follows from 2.6 that d G 12 if J / 1, J / p, and J or1 1 2 1
J / 2, and that d G 4 if J / 1 and J / 2. Let J ) 1, J ) 2, and2 2 1 2 1 2
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J / p. Observe that d is not prime. Hence d G 14 and d G 18 s D if2 1 1 w 1
 .d ) 12. Let d s 12. Using Lemma 2.6 , it is not difficult to see that1 1
 4J s 2, J g 3, p q 1 . Let J s 3. Then a q a y b s 2, a q 2 a y1 2 2 1 2 3 2
2b s 3. Since b - a , we have a s a s 1, a s b q 1, S q b s2 1 3 2
2b q 3. This yields a contradiction as S q b s p y 1 is even. If J s 2,1
J s p q 1, we have d G 2 p, d G 12 q 2 p G 18 s D .2 2 1 1
Let J s 1. Then a s 0, a s b q 1, a q 2 a s p. Hence a is odd1 1 2 3 2 3
 . .  .since p is odd. In particular, a ) 0. By 2.6 ii , we have d s 2 a q 3 ,3 1 3
d s a q 1. This implies that d G D if a ) 1. Obviously, a s2 3 w 3 2
 .p y 1 r2 if a s 1.3
1  .Let v s p y 1 v q v . We shall show that d G 14. Observe that2 3 w2
 :  .  .v, b s p. Put m s X ¨ , e s p y 1 r2, g s p q 1 r2. We claimyb
that m / 0. Regarding root elements of L as elements of End M, we get
w x  . .from 20, Sect. 3, Lemma 19 and 2.1 iii that
X s "w X w s "w w X w w s "w w w X w w wyb 2 yg 2 2 3 ya qa . 3 2 2 3 2 y1 2 3 21 2
3 .
and w w w ¨ s cX X X ¨ with c g KU. Hence we have to show2 3 2 y2, g y3, p y2, e
 . .that z s X X X X ¨ / 0. Put z s X X ¨ . By 2.1 iii ,y1 y2, g y3, p y2, e 1 y3, p y2, e
  . :z / 0. It is clear that X fixes z . Observe that v X z , a - yp for1 1 1 2, l 1 3
 .l ) 0. Since W preserves X w , this forces that X z s 0 and X fixes z .2, l 1 2 1
 .Put G s H 1, 2 . Now one can see that z generates an indecomposable1 1
 . .G -module with highest weight ev q gv . Then 2.1 iii implies that1 1 2
 . .  .X z / 0 for d F g. By 2.1 ii and iii , X X z s X X X z sy2, d 1 1 2 1 y1 y2, e 1
 .  .p y 1 X z / 0. Hence z / 0 and m / 0. Then 2.12 yields thaty2, e 1
 .  .the G-module generated by ¨ is isomorphic to V pv . By 2.11 ,1
m g M . Since a y b , a y b f R, it is clear that the groups X andy 1 3 1
 .X fix m. Hence KFm is an indecomposable actually irreducible3
 .F-module with highest weight 0, v .1
 . .Put t s X ¨ , t s X X ¨ . By 2.1 iii , t , t / 0. One easily ob-1 y2 2 y2 y3 1 2
  . :serves that t and t are fixed by the group X and v t , b s p y 1.1 2 b i
 :Let U be the KF-module generated by t and t . Since a , b s 0 for1 2
 .  :  .a g R F and v, b s p, the subspace U ; M by Lemma 2.17 andy
KFm l U s 0. Hence d G dim KFm q dim U. We claim that dim U s 12.w
One easily concludes that the subspace U can be nonzero only for weightsm
m of the form v y b a y a y b a . For any m of such form we have1 1 2 3 3
 :  :m, a - yb if b ) 1 and m, a - yb if b ) 3. Since the group1 1 1 3 3 3
 :w , w acts on U, we obtain that b F 1 and b F 3; dim U s dim U1 3 1 3 m mqa1
for m s v y a y a y b a , dim U s dim U for m s v y b a y1 2 3 3 m mq3a 1 13
a y 3a and dim U s dim U for m s v y b a y a y 2a . Hence2 3 m mqa 1 1 2 33
it suffices to know dim U for m s v y a and v y a y a . In the firstm 2 2 3
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case dim U s 1 as X ¨ / 0 and dim M s 1. It follows from the proofm y2 m
w xof 16, 6.11 that dim U s dim M s 2 for m s v y a y a . This yieldsm m 2 3
dim U s 12, d G 14.w
  . :Let J s p. Then a is odd, v m , a s p y 2, and a q 2 a ) p.2 3 2 3 3 2
 .  .Hence J ) 1 and d G 6, d G 2 p y 1 by 2.6 . So d G 2 p q 4. Since1 1 2 w
0 - b - a and S - p y 1, we have 2 F a - p y 1. Then p ) 3. If2 2
a ) 2 or a ) 1, we get S ) 3, p ) 5.2 3
Let p s 5. Then a s 2, b s 1, a s 1 which yields a contradiction.2 3
This forces p ) 5, d G 18.w
Finally, let J s 2. Then a s 0, a s b q 1, a q 2 a s p. Hence2 3 2 1 2
1  .a ) 0 and is odd. As v / v q p y 1 v , we have a ) 1. Using1 1 2 12
 . .  .2.6 ii , we get d s 3 a q 2 , d s a q 1, d G 19. Now all the possibil-1 1 2 1 w
ities have been considered.
 .LEMMA 4.6 . Let r s 3, S s p y 1. Then d G 14 for p s 3, v sw
v q v and d G D otherwise; furthermore, d G D if a / 0 or a s2 3 w w 1 1 1
a s 0.3
 .Proof. Put m s ¨ 2, 3, a , w s X X ¨ , m s X w. One1 3 y3, a q2 y2 2 y2, a qa3 2 3
  . :   . :can easily compute that v m , a s p y 1, v m , a s p,1 1 2 2
  . :   . :v m , b s J s S , v m , a s J s 2 a q a . It is clear that X1 1 12 1 3 2 2 3 1
 .  .and X fix m and 2.9 implies that X fixes m . Now it follows from 4.2b 1 3 1
 .  .and 4.3 that the vectors m and m satisfy all the assumptions of 2.151 2
 .  .  .and 2.16 . Hence, by 2.16 , d G dim V q dim V G d q d . By 4.2 ,w 1 2 1 2
  . .m s S y 1, 2 a q a y 2 v . Since S s p y 1 and w is p-large, we2 12 2 3 1
 .have a ) 0 and 2 F J - 2 p. Arguing as in Lemma 4.5 , one can easily2 2
conclude that d G D if J ) 1, J ) 2, and J / p.w 1 1 2 2
Let J s p. In this case we need some special arguments. We claim that2
 .  . w xX m / 0. Put G s H 2, 3 . Then G ( B K . By Smith's theorem 17 ,y3 1 1 1 2
¨ generates an irreducible G -module M X with highest weight a v q1 2 1
a v . It is clear that m g M X and is not a lowest weight vector in M X.3 2 1
X w xSince M is p-restricted, it follows from 2, Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.4
q .that X m / 0 for some a g R G . As p ) 2, the commutator rela-ya 1 1
 .tions in L G yield that X m / 0 for i s 2 or 3. We have1 yi 1
  . :  .v X m , a s y S q 2 . Acting by the element w g W, we con-y2 1 2 23 2
 .  .clude that v X m f X w and X m s 0. Hence X m / 0. Theny2 1 y2 1 y3 1
1  .  . w .xV ( V pv by 2.12 . By 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13b , V is a quotient of1 1 1
 .  .  .the Weyl module V m . Now Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 imply that dim V s1 1
 . .  . .  . .S q 1 p q 1 . By 2.6 ii , d G dim V q d s S q 1 p q 1 q12 w 1 2 12
 .S p y 1 s 2 pS q p q 1 G 3 p q 1. This forces d G D for p G 5.12 12 w
Since p is odd and J s p, the coefficients a , a ) 0. If a / 0, we have2 2 3 1
S G 2 and d G 5p q 1 ) D .12 w 1
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Let p s 3. Then S s 2, J s 3 which yields a s 0, a s a s 1. Argu-2 1 2 3
1 .  .ing as in the proof of 4.4 for v s p y 1 v q v , we obtain that2 32
d G 14.w
If J s 1, then a s 0, a s 1, a s p y 2, and we get the case J s p1 1 2 3 2
just considered.
 . .Let J s 2. As a / 0, we have a s 0, a s 1, a s p y 2. By 2.6 ii2 2 3 2 1
 .and 2.16 , d s 3 p, d s p y 1, d G 4 p y 1. Hence d G 19 for p ) 31 2 w w
and d G 11 for p s 3. This completes the proof.w
 .LEMMA 4.7 . Let r s 3 and S G p. Then d G 14 if p s 3, v sw
2v q v ; d G 15 for p s 3, v s v q 2v ; d G 17 for p s 3, v s1 3 w 1 3 w
2v q v ; and d G D otherwise.1 2 w 1
Proof. First consider the case where S - p y 1. Then S q b s12 12
 .  .p y 1 with 0 - b - a . Set m s ¨ 2, 3, b , m s ¨ 2, 3, b q 1 . One can3 1 2
  . :   . :easily conclude that v m , a s p y 1, J s v m , b s S y b, J1 1 1 1 2
  . :   . :   . :   . :s v m , a s v m , a s2 a qa , v m , a sp, v m , b1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2
 .s S y b y 1. Obviously, X m s 0 for d ) 0, j s 1, 2. By 2.9 andb , d j
 .2.10 , X m s 0 for d ) 0 and X m / 0. Now one can see that the3, d j y1 2
 .  .vectors m and m satisfy the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 . Hence1 2
 .2.16 yields that d G dim V q dim V G d q d . It is clear that a ) 1.w 1 2 1 2 3
Since S - p y 1, we have 1 - J - 2 p y 2, 2 F J - 3 p F p2. So it12 1 2
 .  4follows from 2.6 that d G 9 if J and J / p and d G 9 if J f 2, p q 11 1 2 2 1
and J / p. If all these conditions hold, we have d G 18 G D .2 w 1
Let J s p. Here we apply special arguments similar to those used in the2
 .  .proof of 4.5 when handling the case J s p. Define G as in 4.5 ,2 1
 .consider the G -module generated by m and show as in 4.5 that1 1
1  .  . 1  . .X m / 0. Hence V ( V pv by 2.12 and dim V s p q 1 by 2.6 i .y3 1 1 1 1
Since a , a / 0, S - p y 1, and S G p, we get p / 3. One can deduce2 3 12
 .  . 1 1from 2.6 and 2.7 that dim V G 2 dim V and dim V G 3 dim V if1 1 1 1
J / p; d G 4 and d G 2 p if J s p. Hence d G dim V q d G 22 G D.1 2 2 1 w 1 2
  . :Now we can assume that J / p. Let J s p. Then v m , b s p y 12 1 2
 .and 2.6 yields that d G 6, d G 3 p. Thus d G 3 p q 6 and d G 21 if1 2 w w
p ) 3. Let p s 3. As S - p y 1, we get S F 1, S F 3 s p and come12 12
to a contradiction.
Let J s 2. Since S G p, one has S ) 0. Hence S s 1, a s1 12 12 3
 .b q 1 s p y 1, S s p. This forces J s p q 1 or p y 1. By 2.6 ,2
d s 12, d s 8, and d G 20 in the first case, d s 3 p, d s 2 p, and1 2 w 1 2
d G 5p in the second one. Hence, if J s p y 1, one gets d G 25 forw 2 w
p ) 3 and v s v q 2v , d G 15 for p s 3.1 3 w
 .If J s p q 1, Lemma 2.6 implies that d G 12, d G 6, and d G 18.1 1 2 w
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Now consider the case where S s p y 1. Then a ) 0. Put12 3
 .  .   . :m s ¨ 2, 2, a , m s ¨ 2, 3, 1 . We get v m , a s p y 1, J s1 2 2 1 1 1
  . :   . :   . :v m , b s S, J s v m , a s v m , a s 2 a q a ,1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3
  . :   . :v m , a s p, v m , b s S y 1. It is clear that the groups X2 1 2 1
 .  .and X fix m , j s 1, 2, and X fixes m . By 2.9 and 2.10 , X fixes mb j 3 1 3 2
and X m / 0. So the vectors m and m satisfy all the assumptions ofy1 2 1 2
 .  .  .2.15 and 2.16 . Hence, by 2.16 , d G dim V q dim V G d q d . Onew 1 2 1 2
2  .has p F J F 2 p y 2, 1 F J - 3 p F p . Now 2.6 yields that d G 9 if1 2 1
 4  4S / p and J f 1, p ; d G 9 if S / p q 1 and J f 1, p . If all these2 2 2
conditions hold, then d G 18 G D .w 1
 4  .Let S s p. Then a s 1. First assume that J f 1, p . Then 2.6 forces3 2
d G 6, d G 3 p. If p ) 3, we get d G 21.1 2 w
 4Let p s 3. Since a s 1 and J f 1, 3 , we have a s 2, J s 5, and, by3 2 2 2
 .2.6 , d s 12, d s 18, d G 30.1 2 w
Now let J s 1. Then a s 0, a s p y 1, m s ¨ . We claim that2 2 1 1
X ¨ /0. Since a s0, the commutator relations in L yield that X ¨ syb 2 yb
  . :  . ."X X ¨. As g y a f R and v X ¨ , a s 1, Lemma 2.1 iiiy2 yg 2 yg 2
w ximplies that it suffices to show that X ¨ / 0. By 20, Sect. 3, Lemma 19 ,yg
 :  4  .w ¨ g X ¨ _ 0 as a s 1. Applying formulae 3 , one can conclude3 y3 3
 .that we only have to verify that X X ¨ / 0. By 2.1 and commu-y a qa . y31 2
tator relations in L , X X X ¨ s X ¨ / 0. So X ¨ / 0.3 ya qa . y3 ya qa . yb1 2 1 2
 . 0  .  .  . wBy 2.12 , V ( V pv . Now Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and 10, Part II,1 1
.x  . 1  .Lemma 2.13b force that dim V s p q 1 dim V s 2 p q 1 , d G1 1 w
dim V q d s 4 p q 2 G 14, and d G 22 for p ) 3.1 2 w
 .Next, let J s p. Then a s a s p y 1 r2. Arguing as in the case2 1 2
 .  .  .S - p y 1 and applying 2.6 and 2.7 , we show that dim V G 2 p q 112 1
and d G dim V q d G 4 p q 2. Hence d G 22 if p ) 3.w 1 2 w
For p s 3 we obtain a more refined estimate for dim V . We shall show2
1  .  .that V ( V pv . By 2.12 , it suffices to check that z s X m / 0. We2 1 y3 2
U 2  . 2have z s cz where c g K , z s X X X ¨. By 2.1 , X X z s1 1 y3 y2 y3 3 2 1
2 X 2 X X X ¨ s 8 X ¨ / 0. Hence z / 0 which yields our claim on3 y3 y2 y3 y2 1
1  .  . w .xV . Now Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13b imply that2
dim V 1 s 4 and dim V s 3 dim V 1 s 12. Hence d G 20.2 2 2 w
 4  .Let S s p q 1. Then a s 2 and J f 1, p as p is odd. Now 2.63 2
yields that d G 12, d G 6, and d G 18.1 2 w
If J s 1 and S s p y 1, we get a s 0, a s p y 1, a s 1 and come2 12 2 1 3
to a case considered earlier.
 4Let J s p and S f p, p q 1 . Then a / 0. As S s p y 1, we have2 3 12
 . .p q 2 F S F 2 p y 2. Now it follows from 2.6 iii that d G 12, d G 8,1 2
and d G 20.w
Finally, consider the case where S ) p y 1. Then p y 1 s a q b12 1
b bq1 q .with 0 F b - a . Take m s X ¨ , m s X ¨. Obviously, U H fixes2 1 y2 2 y2
  . :   . :m , js1, 2. We have v m , a sp y 1, J s v m , b sa q 2 a yj 1 1 1 1 1 2
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  . :   . :   . :b q a , J s v m , a s a q 2b, v m , a s p, v m , b s a3 2 1 3 3 2 1 2 1
  . :  .q 2 a y b y 1 q a , v m , a s a q 2b q 2. By 2.10 , X m / 0.2 3 2 3 3 y1 2
 .  .Hence m and m satisfy all the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 . Then, by1 2
 .2.16 , d G dim V q dim V G d q d . Since S ) p y 1, one gets p qw 1 2 1 2 12
2 2  .1 F J F 4 p y 4 - p , J q 2 - 3 p F p . Lemma 2.6 yields that d G 91 2 1
 4if J f 0, 1, p and d G 9 if J / p q 1 and J / p y 2. If these condi-2 2 1 2
tions hold, we have d G 18.w
  . :Let J s 0. Then a s b s 0, a s p y 1, m s ¨ , v m , b s p y2 3 1 1 2
  . :  .2 q 2 a is odd. If a ) 1, we get v m , b ) p. By 2.6 , d G 82 2 2 1
 .  .if a / p q 1 r2; d G 12. If in this situation a s p q 1 r2, then2 2 2
  . :v m , b s 2 p y 1, d s 6 p G 18. Hence in any case d G 18 for2 2 w
a ) 1.2
0  :Let a s 1. In our situation V coincides with V since m , a s 0.2 1 1 2 3
 . .  .  . .We claim that V ( V p q 1 v as a G-module . Put V p q 1 v s V.1 1 1
w .xBy 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13b , V is a quotient of V. It follows1
w x w x Xfrom 6 and 7, Theorem 2.1 that V has two composition factors: V (
 . .  . .M p q 1 v and M p y 3 v . Hence it suffices to prove that1 1
X 2  .  .  X.V \ V . Set z s X ¨ . We have v z s p y 3 v f X V . Hence1 yb G 1
X  . wV \ V if z / 0. Apply formulae 3 . As a s 1 and a s 0, 20, Sect. 3,1 2 3
x  :  4Lemma 19 yields that w ¨ g X ¨ _ 0 , w ¨ s ¨ . So z / 0 if z s2 y2 3 1
2 w xX X ¨ / 0. Since g y a f R, by 2, Lemma 5.14 , we get X z syg y2 2 2 1
X 2 ¨ s "w X 2 ¨ s "w w X 2 w ¨ . Now it suffices to show thatyg 3 ya qa . 3 2 y1 21 22  . 2z s X X ¨ / 0. By 2.1 , X z s X ¨ / 0. This forces u / 0 and2 y1 y2 2 2 y1
 . .  . .V ( V p q 1 v . Hence dim V s p q 2 by 2.6 i .1 1 1
0  .  .Now we compute dim V . We claim that V ( V pv . By 2.12 , to2 2 1
 .prove this claim it suffices to show that t s X m / 0. Formulae 3yb 2
wimply that t s "w w w X w w w m . It follows from 20, Sect. 3,2 3 2 y1 2 3 2 2
x  :Lemma 19 that w w w m g X ¨ . Therefore t / 0 provided2 3 2 2 y2
 .X X ¨ / 0. But the latter inequality is a direct consequence of 2.10 .y1 y2
0  .  .  . w .xHence V ( V pv and 2.6 , 2.7 , and 10, Part II, Lemma 2.13b yield2 1
0 1  .that dim V s p q 1, dim V s 3, and dim V s 3 p q 1 . Then d G2 2 2 w
4 p q 5 G 17 and d G 25 ) D if p ) 3.w 1
Let J s 1. Then a s 1, b s 0, a s p y 1, m s ¨ , J s p q 2 a ,2 3 1 1 1 2
  . :v m , b s p y 1 q 2 a . Since p is odd and 1 F a - p, we get p q2 2 2
  . :   . :2 F J - 3 p and v m , b / 2 p. Set Z s M v m , b , j s 1, 2.1 1 j j
 .By 2.6 , d G 2 dim Z , dim Z G 6, dim Z G 3, and d G 18.j j 1 2 w
  . :   . :Now let J s p. Then a ) 0, v m , b G p q 1, v m , a s2 3 2 2 3
 . .p q 2. Hence 2.6 iii yields d G d G 18.w 2
If J s p q 1, we have S s p, a s b q 1, a s 0 since S ) p y 1.1 12 2 3 12
Then J is even and hence is not equal to 1, p y 2, or p. One can also2
assume that J / 0 as this case has been handled earlier. Certainly,2
 .J q 2 s 2 a - 2 p. Now it follows from 2.6 that d G 12, d G 8, and2 2 1 2
d G 20.w
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  . :Finally, let J s p y 2. Then a / 0 and v m , b ) p. Assume also2 3 2
that J / 1 since this case has been settled already. Hence p ) 3, J G 3.2 2
 .Therefore by 2.6 , d G 12, d G 6, and d G 18. Now all the possibilities1 2 w
have been considered.
 . l  .4.8 . Some More Notation. In what follows V s  a v , V "bk l isk i i k l
s l a v , 1 F k F l F r, b g Zq.isk i" b i
1 .  .PROPOSITION 4.9 . Let r G 4 and v / v q p y 1 v . Then d G1 2 w2
1  .10 r y 15 ) D and d ) D for r G 5 or v / 3v q p y 3 v .w 1 1 22
1 . Proof. Use induction on r. Set G s H 2, . . . , r , x s v q p y1 1 2
.  .  .  .1 v . Then G ( B K . For r s 4 by Lemmas 4.4 ] 4.7 d G 11 for2 1 ry1 r
 .  .any p-large representation r g I G and d G 14 for v r / x . Ifp 1 r
r ) 4, we assume that our proposition holds for p-large representations in
 .I G . It follows from the facts given at the beginning of the section that ifp 1
 .  . ry1  .r g I G and v r s  b v , then l r s b q 2b q ??? q2b qp 1 is1 i i 1 2 ry2
b . Suppose that the following condition holds.ry1
 .  .A There exist submodules Z , Z : M N G such that Z ; M 1 ,1 2 1 s i s
i / i , Z has either a p-restricted p-large composition factor n or a1 2 s s
1 .  .factor n m Fr(t with t g Irr G . Moreover, v n / v q p y 1 vs s s 1 s 1 22
 .  .for at least one s and for r s 4 either both v n , v n / x or d G 151 2 n s
for at least one s.
 .We claim that our proposition is valid if A takes place. Indeed, put
Z s Z q Z . It is clear that Z l Z s 0. Since long roots of G are long1 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .roots in R, by Lemma 2.2 , d G d G d q d . Lemmas 4.4 ] 4.7 andw Z n n1 2
the inductive conjecture yield that d q d G 26 for r s 4 and G 6 r yn n1 2
13 q 10 r y 25 s 16 r y 38 ) 10 r y 15 for r G 5, as required.
 .Now we shall show that in the majority of cases A holds. First assume
that a , a / 0 for some i and j such that 1 - i - j. In this situationi j
choose such i and j that a s 0 for 1 - l - i and a s 0 for i - s - j. Putl s
 .  .  .¨ s ¨ 1, i, a , ¨ s ¨ 1, j, a , c s S , c s S , h s v ¨ , l s 1, 2. By1 i 2 j 1 1 i 2 1 j l G l1
 . q .Lemma 2.9 , U G stabilizes ¨ and ¨ . Hence the vectors ¨ , l s 1, 2,1 1 2 l
generate indecomposable KG -modules M l with highest weights h . It is1 l
l  .clear that M ; M 1 . One easily deduces thatcl
h s V q a q a v q V q1 4 .  .  .1 1, iy1 i iq1 i iq1, ry1
for i - r y 1 and
h s V q 2 a q a v 5 .  .1 1, ry2 ry1 r ry1
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for i s r y 1;
h s V q a q a v q V q1 6 .  .  .2 1, jy1 j jq1 i jq1, ry1
for j - r y 1 and
h s V q 2 a q a v 7 .  .2 1, ry2 ry1 r ry1
 .for j s r y 1 or r. Let u s w h g Irr G . As j ) 2, one can see thatl l 1
 .  .h / x . It is not difficult to conclude that l u G p for u g I G . For2 l l p 1
r s 4 and h s x we have h s v q a q 2 a v with 0 - a , a -1 2 1 2 3 3 2 3
1  .  .  .p y 1 . Then d G 18 by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 . If both representa-h2 2
 . ltions u g I G , take Z s M , l s 1, 2.l p 1 l
Denote by M the KG -module generated by ¨ . By Smith's theorem0 1
w x  .17 , M is an irreducible G -module with highest weight h s V q1 .0 1 0 1, ry1
 .  .Formulae 4 ] 7 imply that if at least one of the representations u fl
1 .  .I G , then h is a p-large weight. Observe that if h s v q p y 1 v ,p 1 0 0 1 22
1  .  .then i s 2 and h s a v q p q 1 v by formula 4 . Hence u g1 1 1 2 12
 .  .  .  4  4I G and d G 18 for r s 4 by Lemmas 4.5 ] 4.7 . Let s, t s 1, 2 ,p 1 h1
 .  . sh g I G , but h f I G . Then set Z s M , Z s M .s p 1 t p 1 1 0 2
 .Now let both h , h f I G . First let i - r y 1. The choice of i and1 2 p 1
 .  .j and formulae 4 ] 7 yield that a q a G p, a / 0, j s i q 1i iq1 iq1
and either a / 0 or i s r y 2. Let a / 0, i - r y 2. Set ¨ siq2 iq2 3
 .  .¨ 1, i q 2, a . Using Lemma 2.9 , as for the vectors ¨ and ¨ ,iq2 1 2
one can conclude that ¨ generates an indecomposable G -module M3 1 3
 .with highest weight h s v ¨ which can be computed if one substitutes3 H 3
 .  .  :  :i q 2 for j into 4 ] 7 . By those formulae, h , a s a , h , a s3 iq1 i 3 jq1
a . Since a q a G p, we have h s h q ph , where h , h g Xq,j i iq1 3 31 32 31 32
h is a p-restricted p-large weight. Take Z s M , Z s M 3.31 1 0 2
Let i s r y 2 or r y 1. Then 2 a q a G p. If a / 0, put ¨ s X ¨ ,ry1 r 1 3 y1
3  . 3M s KG ¨ , h s v ¨ . One easily observes that M is an indecom-1 3 3 G 31
 .posable G -module with highest weight h s v q V q1 for1 3 1 ry3, ry1
 .  .r ) 4 and h s a q 1 v q V q1 / x for r s 4. In any case h can3 2 1 23 3
be represented in the form h q ph where h , h g Xq, h is a31 32 31 32 31
p-restricted p-large weight, and h can be zero. Take Z s M , Z s M 3.32 1 0 2
 .Let a s 0. Put u s ¨ r, r y 2, a for i s r y 2 and u s1 ry2
 .  .¨ r , r y 1, a for i s r y 1. One can check that v u sry1
 .  .V q1 q S v y 2S q a v . Set c s S qry3, ry2 ry2, r ry1 ry2, ry1 r r j ry2, r
S for 1 F j F r y 3, c s S q a , c s S , ¨ sry2, ry1 ry2 ry2, r ry1 ry1 ry2, r 3
  . .  .1 ? c , . . . , r y 1 ? c . Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 , one can1 ry1
deduce that ¨ generates an indecomposable G -module M 3 with highest3 1
 .  .weight h s v ¨ s V q1 . It is clear that h is a p-restricted3 G 3 ry3, ry1 31 3  .p-large weight, M ; M 1 . As 2 a q a G p, the weight h / x . Takec ry1 r 31
Z s M , Z s M 3.1 0 2
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Now consider the case where v s a v q a v , j ) 1. As w is p-large,1 1 j j
 .a / 0. We have l w s a q 2 a for j - r and a q a for j s r. Letj 1 j 1 j
a1  . s  .j ) 2. Set ¨ s X ¨ , ¨ s ¨ 1, j, 1 , M s KG ¨ , h s v ¨ . Lemma1 y1 2 1 s s G s1
 . s2.9 implies that M is an indecomposable G -module with highest1
weight h . One can directly verify that h s a v q a v , h s a v qs 1 1 1 j jy1 2 1 1
 .  .a y 1 v q v for j - r y 1, h s a v q a y 1 v q 2vj jy1 j 2 1 1 ry1 ry2 ry1
 .  .for j s r y 1 and h s a v q a v for j s r. Hence l h s l w G p.2 1 1 r ry1 s
1  . 2  .It is clear that M ; M 1 , M ; M 1 , h / x . If r s 4 and h s x ,a a q1 2 11 1
 .  .  .we have h s v q a y 1 v q 2v and by Lemmas 4.5 ] 4.72 1 3 2 3
d G 15. Take Z s M s, s s 1, 2.h s2
 .  .Let j s 2. Then l w s a q 2 a . First assume that l w ) p and a -1 2 1
 .  . sp y 1. In this case a ) 1. Put ¨ s ¨ 1, 2, a y 1 , ¨ s ¨ 1, 2, a , M s2 1 2 1 2
 .  .KG ¨ , h s v ¨ , u s w h , s s 1, 2, c s a q a y 1, c s a q a .1 s s G s s s 1 1 2 2 1 21
 . sBy 2.9 , M is an indecomposable G -module with highest weight h . One1 s
 .  .easily observes that h s a q 1 v q a y 1 v , h s a v q a v /1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
s  .  .  .x , M ; M 1 , u g I , l u G p since l w G p. Furthermore, if r s 4c s p ss
 .  . sand h s x , one has d G 18 by Lemmas 4.5 ] 4.7 . Take Z s M ,1 n s2
s s 1, 2.
Let a s p y 1. Set b s p y a , w s X b ¨ , ¨ s X w. It is clear that1 2 y1 1 y2
 .  .b F a . Results 2.10 and 2.12 imply that the vector ¨ / 0 and gener-1 1
 .  .ates the Weyl module V pv with respect to H 2 . Since H w s X w s 0,1 2 2
q .we have X ¨ s 0. This forces that the group U G fixes ¨ and ¨2 1 1 1 1
generates an indecomposable G -module M 1 with highest weight h s1 1
 .  . 1  . 1p y 2 v q v . One can see that l h s p, M ; M 1 . Put Z s M1 2 1 b 1
and define Z as for a - p y 1. If r s 4 and h s x , then p s 3,2 1 1
 .  .h s 2v q a v , and d G 18 by 4.5 ] 4.7 .2 1 2 2 n 2
In all the situations considered above we have constructed the modules
 .Z and Z satisfying condition A , so our proposition holds. The case1 2
 .l w s a q 2 a s p requires a special approach. It is clear that a - p y 11 2 1
 :   . :here. Set u s X ¨ , U s KHu. As a , b s 1, we get v u , b s p y 1.y2 2
 :  .  .Since a , b s 0 for a g R H , Lemma 2.17 implies that U ; M .y
  . :   . :One easily observes that v u , a s a q 1, v u , a s 1, and1 1 3
  . :  .  .v u , a s 0 for j ) 3. As H ( A K = B K , it is clear that Uj 1 ry2
 .  . .is the tensor product of the A K -module M a q 1 v and the1 1 1
 .  .   .B K -module M v for r s 4 take the fundamental C K -modulery2 1 2
.  . .associated with the short root ; dim U s a q 2 2 r y 3 . Here standard1
properties of semisimple groups and the irreducibility of the relevant
Weyl modules are used. As v / x and a q 2 a s p, the coefficient1 2
 .a ) 1 and is odd, so a G 3. Then dim U G 5 2 r y 3 s 10 r y 15 ) D1 1
as r G 4, and dim U ) D for r ) 5. If a G 5, we have dim U G 14 r y1 1
21 ) D . This completes the proof.1
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 .Case II The Case of Nonrestricted w . As in Case II of Sect. 3, write
s c j  .w s m Fr (w with w g I , v w / 0, and all c distinct. Observej j p j jjs1
 . .  .that 6 r y 9 2 r q 1 G 7 6 r y 9 ) D . Now, applying the arguments in1
 .2.20 , one can assume that each w is not p-large.j
 .PROPOSITION 4.10 . If w is nonrestricted, we ha¨e d G D .w 1
X X  .Proof. We shall use the notation F, G, y, l , ¨ , l , l , a , a , u g , d ,j j j j i j i j t
 .  .  .u t, g , d , N, N , Q t, g , d , and Q from 2.18 . Set n s dim N. Withoutj t
loss of generality one may assume that a G ??? G a . First let21 2 s
 .a , . . . , a ) 0 and a s 0 for j ) k if k - s. Put u s u a , Q s21 2 k 2 j j j 2 j
 . j  .   . :Q a , Q s Q j, a for 1 F j F k. Observe that v u , a andj 2 2 j 1
  . :   . : c j  .v u , a / 0; furthermore, v u , a G 2 p if r s 3. By 2.19 ,j 3 j 3
k k
jd G dim N q dim Q G n q dim Q . 8 . w j
js1 js1
Since w is restricted and is not p-large, a - p y 2 if a / 0. Nowj 3 j 2 j
 . .  . .2.5 i and 2.6 iii imply that dim Q G 4 r y 6 for j F k.j
Let k ) 1. If l / av for some l, we get that dim N G 2 andl 2 l
j  .dim Q G dim Q dim N G 8 r y 12 for each j F k, j / l. Now 8 forcesj l
that d G 12 r y 18 G D unless s s 2 and v s a v .w 1 2 2
Let s s 2 and v s a v . As w is p-large and p is odd, we have2 2
 .l q l s 2 a q a G p q 1. Hence l q l y 2 G p y 1. It has been1 2 21 22 1 2
 .  .  . l jy1proved in 2.19 that u a g y y 1 M for j s 1, 2. Since F and Gj 2 j
 . l jy1  .commute, we get Q g y y 1 M . Now Lemma 2.4 yields thatj j
 .2  .Q m Q ; M . Hence d ) dim Q dim Q G 4 r y 6 G 6 4 r y 6 s1 2 y w 1 2
24 r y 36 ) D .1
Now let k s 1. Since l / 0, for every j ) 1 we have a / 0 for somej i j
 4  . 1i g 1, 3, . . . , r . Hence dim N G 2. By 2.19 , d G n q dim Q G n qj w
 .dim Q dim N . Observe that 3 4 r y 6 G D . Hence we are done if n G 41 2 1
or dim N G 3. Certainly, n G 4 if s ) 2 or l / a v . Now it follows2 1 21 2
 . .  . .from 2.5 i and 2.6 iii that d G D , except, perhaps, the case wherew 1
s s 2, l s a v , l s v with r s 3, or l s v . As w is p-large and1 21 2 2 3 2 1
 .w is not, in the exceptional case a s p y 1 r2, l s p y 1. Set M s1 21 1 e
 .  : :  .  : :M N m, b is even and M s M N m, b is odd . Then M s1 m o 1 m 1
M [ M , M and M are K G-modules. As p is odd, one easily observese o e o
 .that Q ; M . Hence it follows from the facts proven in 2.19 that y has1 o
at least dim Q dim N Jordan blocks of size p in the product M m M1 2 o 2
 .  .  . .and ¨ g M . Then 2.2 and 2.5 i imply that y has at least dim M G1 e y 2
2 r q 1 blocks of size p in M m M . Therefore d G 10 r y 11 ) D .e 2 w 1
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Finally, let a s 0. Let a / 0 for some i ) 2. One can assume that2 i
 .  . .a / 0. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 iii imply that one of the following holds:i1
 .a dim N G 4 r y 3;1
 .b l s v q v with r ) 3, dim N s 4 r y 6; or r s 6, l s v ,1 1 3 1 1 6
dim N s 16; or r s 4 and either l s 2v or p s 5, l s v q v ,1 1 4 1 3 4
dim N G 10 in both cases; or r s 3, l g v q 2v , v q 3v , 2v q1 1 1 3 1 3 1
4v , 3v q v , 5v , 6v , 7v , dim N G 6;3 1 3 3 3 3 1
 .c r s 4, l s v q v , dim N s 8; or r s 3, l s 4v , dim N s 5;1 1 4 1 1 3 1
 . Xd r ) 4, l s v , dim N s 2 r y 3; or r s 5, l s v , dim N s 8;1 3 1 1 5 1
 4or r s 3, l g v q v , 3v , dim N s 4;1 1 3 3 1
 .e r s 4, l s v , dim N s 5; or r s 3, l s 2v , dim N s 3;1 3 1 1 3 1
 .f r s 4, l s v , dim N s 4;1 4 1
 .g r s 3, l s v , dim N s 2.1 3 1
Put nX s  s dim N , c s ms Fr c j (w . Certainly, nX G 2 as s ) 1. Nowjs2 j jjs2
 .  . Xit is clear that d G dim N G D in case a , in case b if n ) 2, in casew 1
 . X  . X  . X  . Xc if n G 4, in case d if n G 5, in case e if n G 6, in case f if n G 7,
 . Xand in case g if n ) 8. Hence in all these situations we get the required
inequality.
 .  .  . l j XLet l c s p y 1. The facts proven in 2.19 yield that N ; y y 1 M .j j
s  s X.  .  .Then m N ; m M by Lemma 2.4 . By 2.2 , in this case d Gj j y wjs2 js2
X X X . Xn dim M G n 2 r q 1 . Hence d G 8 r q 4 ) D for n G 4 and also1 w 1
X  .  .d G D if dim M G 4 r y 3. Observe that l c s p y 1 if l w s 1w 1 1 1
 .  .since l w G p and l c - p as we have assumed at the beginning of
 . .the analysis of Case II. Using these arguments and Lemma 2.6 iii , one
can deduce that d G D for l s v , r ) 3.w 1 1 r
 . X  .  . .Let b hold and n s 2. Then s s 2 and Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 iii
force l s v or r s 3, l s v . In any case l s 1. As w is p-large and2 1 2 3 2
 .w is not, using the formula for l w , one can deduce that l s p y 1.1 1
 .  .  .Hence by the arguments in 2.19 , N g M . Now results 2.2 and1 1 y
 . .  .2.5 i imply that d G dim N dim M G 6 2 r q 1 ) D .w 1 2 1
 . X  . .  . .Let c hold with n - 4. Then s s 2 and Lemmas 2.5 i and 2.6 iii
 4yield that either l s a v with a g 1, 2 or r s 3, l s a v with2 12 1 12 2 32 3
 4a g 1, 2 . Hence l F 2. As w is p-large and w and w are not, we get32 2 1 2
that either p s 3, r s 4 or p s 5, r s 3. In both cases l s p y 1. Argu-1
 .  .ing, as in case b , we conclude that d G dim N dim M G 5 2 r q 1 ) D .w 1 2 1
 . XLet d hold and n - 5. Then s F 3. Let s s 3. Then dim N s 2 forj
 .  . .2 F j F 3. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 iii yield that l s l s v for r ) 42 3 1
 4and l , l g v , v for r s 3. Since w is p-large and l F 3, we have2 3 1 3 1
either p s 3 or p s 5, r s 3, l s 3v .1 3
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 .  . .Let s s 2. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 iii yield that l s a v with a F 32 12 1 12
 4for r ) 4 and l g a v , a v , a , a F 3, for r s 3. Since w is2 12 1 32 3 12 32
p-large, we get that either p s 3 or p s 5 and l s 3v or l g1 3 2
 43v , 3v . If p s 3, we have l s p y 1 both for s s 2 and s s 3.1 3 1
 .  .Arguing as in cases b and c , we conclude that d G dim N dim M Gw 1 2
 .4 2 r q 1 ) D for p s 3, s s 2 or 3.1
 4  4Let p s 5, l s 3v , j g 1, 2 , t g 1, 3 , and r s 3 for t s 3, j s 2 forj t
 .  .t s 1. Then dim N s 4. Put u s u a , a , Q s Q j, a , a , Q s2 j j t 2 t 2 j
 . j  .  c2 c2 .Q a , a , n s  dim N . One has v u s 2 p v , p v for r )j t 2 s/ j s F j 1 1
 .  c2 c2 .  .4, v u s 2 p v , 2 p v for t s 1, r s 3, and v u sF j 1 1 F j
 c j c j .  .p v , 3 p v for t s 3. Since l w G p, one can exclude the cases r s 5,1 1
 4 jl s v and s s 2, l s 3v , l g v , v . Hence n s 4 for s s 3 and1 5 1 3 2 1 3
j  . .  . .  .n G 3 for s s 2. By 2.5 i and 2.6 iii , dim Q s 3 2 r y 3 s 6 r y 9j
 .for r ) 3 and dim Q s 8 or 9 for r s 3. By Proposition 2.19 , d Gj w
j .n q dim Q s n dim N q dim Q . Thus d G 36 for r s 3 and d Gj j w w
 . .  .2 r y 3 6 r y 5 G 7 6 r y 5 for r ) 4. So in any case d ) D .w 1
 . X  . .Let e hold with n - 6. Then s F 3. If s s 3, Lemmas 2.5 ii and
 . .  42.6 iii yield that l s l s v for r s 4 and l , l g v , v for2 3 1 2 3 1 3
 . Xr s 3. As w is p-large, we get p s 3 and l c s p y 1. As n G 4, the
facts proven earlier imply that d G 8 r q 4 ) D .w 1
 . .  . .Let s s 2. First let r s 4. Then 2.5 ii and 2.6 iii force l g2
 4v , v , a v N a - 5 . Since w is p-large and w is not, we have l s3 4 12 1 12 2 2
p y 2 or p y 1. If l s p y 2, then either p s 3, l s v or v , or2 2 1 4
p s 5, l s 3v . For p s 3 we have l s p y 1. Arguing as in cases2 1 1
 .  .  .b ] d , one can show that d G dim N dim M G 5 2 r q 1 ) D . If p sw 1 2 1
 .5, proceed as in case d for p s 5, l s 3v , keeping the notationj t
j  .  c2 c2 .n , Q , u and putting j s 2. In this situation v u s 2 p v , p v . Byj j F 2 1 1
 . .  . . 2Lemmas 2.6 iii and 2.5 ii , dim Q s 15, dim N s 4, n s dim N s 5,2 2 1
d G 95 ) D . Let l s p y 1. Since dim M ) 4 r y 3, the facts provenw 1 2 1
above yield that d ) D .w 1
 .  .  .Let r s 3. Put u s u a , a , Q s Q 1, a , a , Q s Q a , a . Then1 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 3 2
 .  c1 c1 .  .  .v u s p v , 2 p v . Applying 2.6 and 2.19 , we deduce thatF 1 1 1
 .dim Q s 6, d G n q dim Q s dim N q dim Q dim N G 18 s D .1 w 1 1 2 1
 .This completes the analysis of case e .
 . XNow let g hold with n - 9. As w is p-large and l s 1, we have1
 .  . X Xl c s p y 1. Now 2.2 implies that d G n dim M . Certainly, n ) 2 ifw 1
 .  . .  . . Xs ) 2. As l c ) 1, it follows from 2.6 iii and 2.5 i that n ) 2 for
 . .s s 2 as well. By 2.5 iii , dim M s 8. Hence d G 24 ) D .1 w 1
It remains to handle the case v s a v . One can assume that a G a1 1 11 1 j
j  .  .for 1 - j F s. Set Q s Q j, a , a , Q s Q a , a , j s 1, 2, and keep1 2 j j 1 2
j  . .  . .the notation n . Results 2.5 i and 2.6 iii force dim Q G 2 r y 3 andj
dim Q G 4 r y 6 if a ) 1. Of course, n G 2; if a s 1, then s G 3 since1 11 j 11
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 . 1w is p-large, so n G 4 by dimension arguments. By 2.19 , d ) dim Q qj w
dim Q2 G n dim Q q n dim Q G 12 r y 18 G D . This completes the1 1 2 2 1
proof.
 .  .  .Now Theorem 4.1 follows from results 4.4 ] 4.10 .
 .  .5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 FOR G s C Kr
 .In this section G s C K , r ) 2, b s 2a q ??? q2a q a , g sr 1 ry1 r
 .2a q a . One easily computes that l w s S. Let y and y be non-ry1 r 1 2
j  .identity long and short root elements of G, respectively. Put d s d y ,w w j
1  .  .j s 1, 2; D s 4 r y 4. To estimate d , results 2.15 and 2.16 are appliedw
 .  :with a s a , H s H 1, . . . , r y 2, g for r ) 2 and H s X for r s 2;r "g
 .  . 2in all cases H ( C K . By 2.14 , we need to consider d for p s 2ry1 w
only.
 . 1LEMMA 5.1 . Let r s 2 and w g I . Then d G 4.p w
Proof. As w is p-large, the product a a / 0. Write p y 1 s a q b.1 2 2
Then b - a . Set m s X b ¨ , m s X bq1¨ . It is clear that the groups X1 1 y1 2 y1 2
  . :and X fix m , j s 1, 2. One easily observes that v m , a s p y 1,g j 1 2
  . :   . :   . :v m , a s p, v m , g s S y b, v m , g s S y b y 1. By2 2 1 2
 .  .  .2.10 , X m / 0. Hence all the assumptions of 2.15 and 2.16 arey2 2
 . 1   . :satisfied. By 2.16 , d G d q d . As v m , g / 0, we have d G 2 forw 1 2 j j
j s 1, 2. This implies the lemma.
 . 1LEMMA 5.2 . Let r ) 2 and w g I . Then d G D.p w
Proof. If a - p y 1, write p y 1 s b q S where 0 - b F a . Putr jq1, r j
 .  .m s ¨ r y 1, j, b . If b - a , set m s ¨ r y 1, j, b q 1 . If b s a , there1 j 2 j
exists k - j with a / 0 as w is p-large. Choose maximal such k and putk
 .m s r y 1, k, 1 .2
If a s p y 1, take maximal k - r with a / 0 and set m s ¨ , m sr k 1 2
 .r y 1, k, 1 , j s r, b s p y 1.
  . :   . :One easily observes that in all cases v m , a s p y 1, v m , a1 r 2 r
 .  .s p, and the groups X and X fix m for t s 1, 2. By 2.9 and 2.10 , Xg r t i
fix m for 1 F i F r y 2 and X m / 0. Therefore all the assumptions oft yr 2
 .  . 1  .2.15 and 2.16 are satisfied and d G d q d by 2.16 . Analyzing thew 1 2
 :  :Cartan matrix of G, we get that a , g s 0 for 1 F i F r y 3, a , gi ry2
 :  :  :s y1, a , g s 1, and v, g s S . Put c s m , a for 1 Fry1 ry1, r i j j i
 :i F r y 2, c s m , g , j s 1, 2. Now one can easily deduce thatry1, j j
c s S for j s r ; c s a q b for 1 - j F r y 1; c sry1, 1 ry1, r jy1, 1 jy1 11
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S y b and c s a for i ) 1 if j s 1; c s a q b q 1 if 1 -12 i1 iq1, 1 jy1, 2 jy1
j F r y 1, b - a ; c s S y b y 1 and c s a for i ) 1 if j s 1;j 12 12 i2 iq1
c s a q 1 if b s a , 1 - k F r y 1; c s S y 1 and c s aky1, 2 ky1 j 12 12 i2 iq1
for i ) 1 if b s a , k s 1.j
Since S G p, at least two of the integers a are nonzero. Now it is cleari
 . .  .that in all cases m , m / 0. Hence, by 2.5 i , d q d G 2 2 r y 2 s D.1 2 1 2
This yields the lemma.
 . s c j  .PROPOSITION 5.3 . Let w s m Fr (w with w g I , v w / 0,j j p jjs1
s ) 1, and all c distinct. Then d1 G D.j w
 .  .Proof. Keep the notation F, N , l , a , Q t, g , g , and Q g , gj j i j 1 2 t 1 2
 .  .  4from 2.18 . Here F s H 2, . . . , r . Put J s j N l s a v , J s1 j 1 j 1 2
 4 j  . j1, . . . , s _ J . For j g J set Q s Q j, a . Put D s S dim Q ,1 1 1 1 jg J1
D s  dim N . Here we assume that D s 0 if J is empty. It2 jg J j 1 l2
 . 1  . .follows from 2.19 that d G D q D . Lemma 2.5 i implies thatw 1 2
j  .dim Q G dim Q a G 2 r y 2 for j g J and dim N G 2 r y 2 G 2 forj 1 1 j
< <j g J . As s ) 1, either both J and J are nonempty or J G 2 for l s 12 1 2 l
 .or 2. Now it is clear that in any case D q D G 2 2 r y 2 s D. This1 2
completes the proof.
Now let p s 2.
 .LEMMA 5.4 . Let w g I and let w be tensor indecomposable. Thenp
d2 G D.w
Proof. As w is p-large, at least two coefficients a are equal to 1. Iti
w xfollows from 19, Theorem 1.1 that a s 0 since w is tensor indecompos-r
able. Hence there exist j - k - r such that a s a s 1 and a s 0 forj k g
 .j - g - k and g ) k. In particular, r G 3. Put G s H i N i - r , u s ¨ ,1 1
 .  .  .u s ¨ r, k, 1 , u s ¨ r, j, 1 , n s v u , 1 F t F 3. We have G (2 3 t G t 11
 .A K and may assume that y is a root element of G . Observe thatry1 2 1
 . q .  .  . .  .u g M r and n g X G . Set r s w n . By 2.1 iii and 2.9 ,t ty1 t 1 t t
u , u / 0 and the groups X fix u and u for 1 F i F r y 1. Applying2 3 i 2 3
w xSmith's theorem 17 for t s 1, we conclude that the G -module M has1 ty1
a composition factor r for 1 F t F 3. Therefore d2 G 3 d . It is cleart w ts1 r t
 :that r is p-large. One can see that n , a / 0 for m s j and m s r y1 2 m
 :  :1, n , a s 1, and n , a s 2. Hence r is p-large and r is the3 ky1 3 ry1 2 3
tensor product of a nontrivial representation t g Irr G and the represen-1
 .  .tation p s w 2v . Theorem 1.1 for groups of type A implies thatry1 r
 .d ,d G 2 r y 4. Let the matrix t y have c Jordan blocks of size 2 and er r 21 2
 .blocks of size 1. It is well known that p y has one block of size 2 and2
 .  .r y 2 blocks of size 1. Now 2.3 implies that d s 2c q e q c r y 2 sr3
 .  . . 2dim t q c r y 2 G 2 r y 2 by 2.5 i . Hence d G 6 r y 10 G D as r G 3.w
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 . 2LEMMA 5.5 . Let w be tensor decomposable. Then d G 4 r y 2.w
Proof. Write w s t m t where t g Irr are nontrivial, j s 1, 2. As-1 2 j
 .sume that t y has c Jordan blocks of size 2 and d blocks of size 1 andj 2 j j
 . 2that c G c . By 2.3 , d s 2c c q e c q c e s c dim t q e s . By1 2 w 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 . . 22.5 i , dim t G 2 r. First let c ) 1. Then d ) c dim t G 4 r. If c sj 1 w 1 2 1
c s 1, we have e s dim t y 2 G 2 r y 2, d2 s dim t q e G 4 r y 2.2 1 1 w 2 1
This yields the lemma.
 .  .  .Now Theorem 1.1 for G s C K follows from results 2.14 andr
 .  .5.1 ] 5.5 .
 .  .6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 FOR G s D Kr
 .  .In this section G s D K , r G 4, b s a q 2 a q ??? qa qr 1 2 ry2
 .a q a . One can easily compute that l w s S q 2S . Wery1 r 2, ry2
shall heavily use the results of Sections 4 and 5. Put S s
  .  . :X , . . . , X , x t x t N t g K , D s 8 r y 14 if p ) 2, and"1 "  ry2. "  ry1. " r
 .  .D s 4 r y 8 for p s 2. It is well known that S ( B K . Set L s L S .ry1 S
 .  .Let b , . . . , b be the canonical basis of R S , let b g R S be the1 ry1
maximal root, and let v , . . . , v be the fundamental weights of S. Then1 ry1
 .one can identify the elements x t g G for 1 F i - r y 1 with the root" i
 .  .  .  .elements x t g S, x t x t g G with x t g S, the ele-" b "  ry1. " r " bi ry1
ments X g L for 1 F i - r y 1 with the root elements X g L , and" i " b Si
the elements X q X g L with the root elements X g L ."  ry1. " r " b Sry 1
Of course, here one must take the same sign ``q'' or ``y'' in each formula.
We can choose a maximal torus T ; G such that T s T l S is a maximal1
torus in S and the restriction of weights from T to T determines the1
 .  .homomorphism t : X G ª X S with
t v s v , t a s b for 1 F i - r y 1, .  .i i i i
t v s v , t a s b . 9 .  .  .r ry1 r ry1
w xThe facts mentioned above can be found in 16, Sect. 8, formulae IV . The
notation v , b , t is used throughout the section. Using graph automor-i i
phisms of G, we assume that a G a for every r and a G a G a forry1 r 1 3 4
 .  .r s 4. Theorem 1.1 for G s D K follows immediately fromr
 . jTHEOREM 6.1 . We ha¨e d G 6 r y 10 for p s 3, v s p v qw 1
1  . .p y 1 v , and d G D otherwise.2 w2
A. Let p / 2.
1 .  .LEMMA 6.2 . Let v s v q p y 1 v . Then d G 6 r y 10 for p s 31 2 w2
and d G D for p ) 3.w
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 .Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 4.4 . Keep the
 .notation of that lemma. As in 4.4 , we get that d G dim Z q 2. Noww
 .H ( D K , the vectors y generate irreducible H -modules of dimen-1 ry2 i 1
sion 2 r y 4; dim Z is equal to four of these dimensions for p / 3 and to
three of these dimensions if p s 3.
 .PROPOSITION 6.3 . Let w g I , S - p, and let v / v qp ry1, r 1
1  .p y 1 v . Then d G D.2 w2
 .  .Proof. Put v s t v and let c s w v g Irr S. It follows from formu-
ry2 .  .lae 9 that v s  a v q S v . Hence c g I S and c is p-largeis1 i i ry1, r ry1 p
 .as l w G p and S - p. It is clear that w N S has a composition factorry1, r
 .isomorphic to c . Therefore d G d . Theorem 4.1 and our assumptionsw c
on a , a , and a imply that d G D, except, perhaps, the following1 ry1 r c
cases:
1 .  .a r s 5, v s 3v q p y 3 v ;1 22
 .b p s 3, r s 4, v s 2v q v ;1 2
 .c p s 3, r s 4, v s v q v q v ;1 3 4
 .d p s 3, r s 4, v s 2v q v .1 3
 .  .  .Furthermore, 4.1 yields that d G 25 in case a , d G 17 in case b ,c c
 .  .d G 15 in case c , and d G 14 in case d . For each of the exceptionalc c
cases we shall point out a composition factor r / c of the restriction w N S
 .  .such that r g I S , l r G p y 1, and d q d G D. Obviously, d Gp c r w
 .  .  .d q d . Put G s H i N i - r , G s H i N i / r y 1 . Then G ( A Kc r 1 2 l ry1
for l s 1, 2.
 .  .Let u s X X ¨ in case a , u s X ¨ in case b , and u s ¨ in1 y3 y2 1 y2 1
 .  .case c , u s X u y X u , m s v u . The weight m s 4v qy ry1. 1 yr 1 s 1
1  .  .  .  .p y 5 v in case a , 3v in case b , and v q v in case c .2 1 1 22
 . .Applying 2.1 iii and commutation relations in L , one can deduce that
u / 0 and X u s 0 for i F r y 2. One can directly verify that X u si b ry 1
 . q .X q X u s 0. This forces that the group U S fixes u.ry1 r
 . X  . XIn case b put u s X u. By Lemma 2.10 , u / 0. Since H u sy1 1
X u s 0, commutation relations in L yield that X uX s 0 and X uX s1 1 b iq . X XX X u s 0 for i ) 1. Hence U S fixes u and the vector u generatesy1 b i Xan indecomposable S-module with highest weight m s v q v .1 2
 .Let d hold. Write u s X X X ¨ , u s X X X ¨ , u s1 y3 y2 y1 2 y1 y2 y3 3
 .X X X ¨ , u s u y u y u , m s v u . We have m s v q v . Sincey4 y2 y1 1 2 3 s 1 3
 . .  .  .X ¨ s 0, Lemma 2.1 ii and iii implies that X u s 0 1 F i F 3 , they2 b i
 .groups X fix u, and X u s X u s ¨ 2, 1, 1 / 0. Hence u / 0.b 3 3 1i
 .  .  .  .  X .  .Set r s w m in cases a , c , and d and r s w m in case b . Now it
is clear that in all these cases c N S has a composition factor r. We have
 .  .  .  .  .  .l r s p y 1 in cases a and d and l r s p in cases b and c .
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 .  .  .Let a or d hold, M s M m , and let m g M be a nonzero highest
 :  . .weight vector, F s X N i / 2 . By Lemma 2.6 ii , m g M . As F" b x 1.i b
and X commute, the subspace KFm ; M . Hence d G dim KFm.b x 1. rb
 . .  .  .Lemma 2.6 ii yields that d G 4. By Theorem 4.1 , d G 11 in cases br r
 .and c since r is p-large. This implies that d q d G D which completesc r
the proof.
 .PROPOSITION 6.4 . Let w g I and S G p. Then d G D.p ry1, r w
 .According to our assumptions, a G p q 1 r2. Write S s p q a.ry1 ry1, r
Then a - a - a . For j F a set U s M N v y m s ba q ca , br ry1 r j m ry1 r
:  . . q c s j . It follows from Lemma 2.1 i that U s X X ¨ N b qj y ry1., b yr , c
:  . .c s j . By 2.5 ii , all these vectors are nonzero. Therefore dim U s j q 1.j
It is clear that X U ; U for j ) 0 and X U s 0. Hence thereb j jy1 b 0ry 1 ry1
exists a nonzero vector u g U such that X u s 0. As j F a - p, thej j b jry 1
definition of U implies that X u s 0 for m G p and X u s 0 forj b , m j i jry 1
 . . q .1 F i F r y 2. Then it follows from 2.1 i that U S fixes u . Putj
 .h s v u . One easily observes thatj s j
ry3
h s a v q a q j v q S y 2 j v . .  .j i i ry2 ry2 ry1, r ry1 /
is1
 .It is clear that w N S has a composition factor c s w h g Irr S. Therej j
exists j - a such that S y 2 j s p y 1 for odd a and p y 2 forr ry1, r
even a. Indeed, for a s 0 take j s 1, for a ) 0 consider the integer N s
S y p q 1 for odd a and S y p q 2 for even a andry1, r ry1, r
 .observe that N F 2 a F 2 a . Choose this j. Then l c G p as p y 2 Fr j
 :  :h , b - p and h , b / 0. Taking into account that a ) 0j ry1 j ry2 1
 .if r s 4, one can deduce from 4.1 that d G D. Hence d G D asc wj
required.
 .PROPOSITION 6.5 . Let w be tensor decomposable. Then d G D.w
s c j  .Proof. Write w s m Fr (w with s ) 1, v w / 0, and all cj j jjs1
 .  .  .  .distinct. Put l s v w , l s t l , v s t v , and w s w v g Irr S. Byj j j j
 . .  .  .2.5 i , dim w G 2 r. Observe that 2 r 6 r y 9 ) D. So applying 2.2 as inj
 .  .2.20 , one can assume that all w are not p-large. Then formulae 9 implyj
that all l are restricted and not p-large, but w is p-large. It is clear thatj
 .w is a composition factor of w N S. Hence d G d . By 4.10 , d G D asw w w
desired.
Ä .  .  .B. Let p s 2. Then B K s C K . Let S s C K , g , . . . , gry1 ry1 ry1 1 ry1
Ä Ä .  .be the standard basis of R S and s , . . . , s g X S be the funda-1 ry1
Ämental weights. There exists a homomorphism r : S ª S such that
  ..  2 .   ..  .r x t s x t for 1 F i F r y 2 and r x t s x t"g " b "g " bi i ry1 ry1
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 w x. U  .see 20, Sect. 10, Theorem 28 . Let r be the homomorphism X S ª
Ä U U .X S induced by r and t s r t . Then one can easily deduce that
t U v s 2s for 1 F i F r y 2, t U v s t U v s s . .  .  .i i ry1 r ry1
10 .
 .PROPOSITION 6.5 . Let p s 2. Then d G D.w
U Ä .  .Proof. Put m s t v , c s w m g Irr S. One easily observes that c
Äis a composition factor of the restriction w N S. Hence d G d . Formulaew c
 .10 imply that w is p-large. Now our claim follows from the validity of
 .  .Theorem 1.1 for the groups of type C see Section 5 .r
 .  .  .Results 6.2 ] 6.5 imply Theorem 6.1 . This completes the proof of
 .  .  .Theorem 1.1 for G s D K since it follows immediately from 6.1 .r
 .Hence Theorem 1.1 holds for all classical groups.
 .  .7. PROOFS OF RESULTS 1.2 ] 1.4
 .  .  .  .In this section G is one of the groups A K , B K , C K , or D K ,r r r r
 .  .  .p ) 2 for G s B K and D K , y s x 1 , G is the simple simplyr r b C
connected algebraic group over the complex field C of the same type as G,
and Irr is the set of rational irreducible representations of G , y sC C C
 .x 1 g G .b C
 .  .7.1 . Proof of Corollary 1.2 . One easily observes that in all situations
 .considered f r ) k. Hence our assertion follows immediately from Theo-
 .rem 1.1 .
 .LEMMA 7.2 . Let v s a v q a v with a q a s p y 1 for G s1 1 r r 1 r
1 .  .  .  .  .A K , v s p y 1 v for G s B K and D K , and v s p y 1 vr 2 r r 12
 .for G s C K . Let M be an irreducible G -module with highest weight v.r C C
 .Then dim M s 1.C yC
 4  .  4  .  .Proof. Put J s 1, r for G s A K , J s 2 for G s B K or D K ,r r r
 4  .  :and J s 1 for G s C K . One easily observes that a , b s 1 forr j
 :  .  .j g J and a , b s 0 for j f J. Since W X M s X M , v y a fj C C j
 . w xX M if j f J. So 4, Chap. VIII, Sect. 6, Proposition 3 and commutatorC
 .  4relations in L imply that any weight m g X M _ v has the formC
r  :  :v y  b a with b / 0 for some j g J. Hence m, b - v, b sis1 i i j
 . wl w s p y 1. Now our claim follows from 4, Chap. VIII, Sect. 1, the
x  . .corollary of Proposition 2 and Lemma 2.1 i applied to y .C
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 .  .LEMMA 7.3 . Let v be as in 7.2 . Then d s 1.w
w x  .Proof. By 21, Theorem 1.1 , the element w y has the minimal polyno-
 .mial of degree p. Hence d G 1. Let V s V v . There exist bases B andw C
B of M and V, respectively, such that the matrix of y in B is obtainedK C K
 .from that of y in B an integer one with the help of the standardC C
 w x.  .homomorphism Z ª ZrpZ see 20, Sect. 3 . Hence the subspaces MC yC
and V are spanned by the linear combinations of basis vectors with they
 .  .``same'' coefficients. This implies that dim V F dim M . As M v is ay C yC
 .  .factor of V, we get d F dim V . By 7.1 , dim M s 1. This forcesw y C yC
d s 1.w
 .  .Theorem 1.2 follows from 7.3 .
 .  . j   : :LEMMA 7.4 . Let w g I , l w s p, M s M N l, b s p y j . Thenp l
dim M F 2 dim M 0 q dim M 1.y
 .Proof. Since the set X M is invariant with respect to w , we haveb
 : 2 p 0m, b G yp. The element w interchanges the subspaces M and M .b
0 2 p  . py1 2 p 1Therefore dim M s dim M . Obviously, M ; y y 1 M q M qy
0M . This implies our assertion.
 .  .  .7.5 . Proof of Theorem 1.4 . Let one of the following hold: a G s
 .  .A K , r ) 2, v s a v q a v , a , a / 0, a q a s p; b p ) 2,r 1 1 r r 1 r 1 r
1 .  .  .  .G s B K , v s v q p y 1 v ; c p ) 2, G s D K , v s v qr 1 2 r 12
1  .  .p y 1 v . The formulae for l w in Sections 3, 4, and 6 yield that22
 .  .in all our cases l w s p. So one can apply Lemma 7.4 . Compute the
dimensions dim M 0 and dim M 1 from that lemma. It is clear that M 0 ;
 .  :M j for any j such that a , b / 0. The definition of the group F0 j
 . 0in 2.18 implies that M is the F-module generated by ¨. Recall that
 .  .  .  .F s H 2, . . . , r y 1 ( A K in case a , and F s H 1, 3, . . . , r 'ry2
 .  .  .  .  .  .A K = B K or A K = D K in case b or c , respectively.1 ry2 1 ry2
w x  . .Now it is clear that by Smith's theorem 17 and Lemma 2.6 ii
0  .  .  .  .  .dim M s 1 in case a and 2 in cases b and c . In Lemmas 3.3 , 4.4 ,
 . 1and 6.2 , respectively, it has been proved that dim M s 2 r y 2 in case
 . 1  .a , dim M s 8 r y 12 for p ) 3 and 6 r y 9 for p s 3 in case b , and
1  .dim M s 8 r y 16 for p ) 3 and 6 r y 12 for p s 3 in case c . This yields
the theorem.
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